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Abstract
The research work presented in this thesis advances the state-of-the-art of adaptive filtering by developing an efficient adaptive linear cascadeIIR filter, proposing four adaptive linearization schemes, introducing adaptive nonlinear recursive state-space (ANRSS) filters, and
applying the algorithms to loudspeaker measurements.
Adaptive cascade IIR filters have the advantages of easy stability monitoring and good
sensitivity performance. A novel technique of backpropagating the desired signal is proposed
for a general cascade structure, which is then applied to a cascade IIR filter. The equation-error
formulation is shown to be a special case of the backpropagation formulation.
Inevitable nonlinearities in systems intended to function linearly sometimes severely
impair system performance. Three adaptive linearization schemes are devised to reducenonlinearities in these systems using adaptive FIR filters. They achieve linearization by canceling
nonlinearity at the system output, post-distorting the signal, or pre-distorting the signal. The
pre-distortion scheme is applied to linearize a loudspeaker model.
The adaptive nonlinear filters previously reported are almost all of FIR type. Although
they have some nice properties. their computation requirements are impractical for those applications with long impulse responses. Hence, ANRSS filters are introduced as alternatives and
efficient methods for gradient computation are developed to facilitate further their real-time
application. The stability and the convergence of the filters are studied.
Measurements are performed on a loudspeaker system. Solutions of some problems arising from the practical data are proposed. Then. the algorithms developed in the thesis are
applied to the measurement data.
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Chapter One
Introduction
1.1 Motivations and Contributions
of the Thesis
Research work in this dissertation makes several contributions to the area of adaptive filtering. First, an efficient adaptive linear cascade IIR filter is developed on the
basis of a novel backpropagation formulation.

Next, four adaptive linearization

schemes are developed for weakly nonlinear systems. Adaptive linearization of a
loudspeaker system is proposed and is demonstrated successfully on an analytical
loudspeaker model. Then, adaptive nonlinear recursive state-space (ANRSS) filters are
introduced. Efficient gradient computation algorithms are presented for these nonlinear
IIR filters, and the problems of their stability and convergence are studied. Finally, the
algorithms proposed in the thesis, together with adaptive linear FIR, nonlinear FIR,
equation-error, and linear state-space filters, are applied to measured data of a
loudspeaker.
An adaptive filter is preferred to a fixed filter when an exact filtering requirement
may be unknown and/or this requirement may be mildly non-stationary. While adaptive linear FIR filters are widely used [ 11, they have been found too computationally
expensive for systems with long memory. The desire to search for efficient adaptive
filters has triggered active research of adaptive IIR filters [2,3]. Adaptive linear IIR
filters are often implemented using direct-form realizations which have poor sensitivity
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performance and for which stability is hard to guarantee. Adaptive cascade IIR filters
have an easy stability check and good sensitivity performance [4]. However, they have
expensive gradient computation, usually quadratic in the filter order. An efficient adaptive cascade IIR filter is developed in this thesis to solve this problem. A novel technique is proposed for a cascade IIR filter, which suggests that the desired signal be
backpropagated and the intermediate errors be generated. The intermediate errors are
then minimized. In this filter, the poles are realized by cascading all-pole second-order
sections, while the zeros are realized by one transversal section. The complexity of
adaptation is only about the same as that of the filter itself. In the proposed filter, the
transversal section and the inverse all-pole second-order sections, namely, the all-zero
second-order sections, are adapted. It is shown that the equation-error formulation [2]
is just a special case of the backpropagation formulation.
In most adaptive signal processing applications, system linearity is assumed and
adaptive linear filters are thus used. However, the performance of adaptive linear filters
is not satisfactory in applications where nonlinearities are significant. For example,
adaptive linear filters are normally used in channel equalization of datd transmission. In
high-speed data communication, channel nonlinearities greatly impair transmission
quality and adaptive nonlinear filters are thus preferred to adaptive linear filters for
equalization [5,6]. On the other hand, nonlinearities in systems intended to function
linearly are not very strong in comparison with nonlinearities in systems intended to
work nonlinearly. This thesis is mainly concerned with systems intended to be linear.
The weakness of nonlinearities in such systems is taken advantage of in this thesis to
develop efficient adaptive nonlinear filtering algorithms.
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Reduction of excessive nonlinearities in a system intended to function linearly
sometimes can not be successfully accomplished by conventional techniques. For
example, a typical modern audio system consists of a high quality digital signal source,
an electronic amplifier, a loudspeaker system, and A/D and D/A converters. Various
design techniques have been used by designers to achieve linearity in each part. The
loudspeaker system usually has the most significant nonlinearities among the parts of
the audio system, hence, it is the limiting component. Linearization by feedback has
difficulties combating nonlinearities in a loudspeaker due to a delay in the feedback signal which may cause instability. An adaptive linearization technique may be a solution.
The topic of adaptive linearization has not been well studied. Motivated by practical applications, three adaptive linearization schemes are presented in this thesis for
weakly nonlinear systems using adaptive FIR filters. In the first scheme, linearization is
performed by canceling nonlinearity at the output of a physical system. In the second
scheme, a nonlinear post-processor is employed to post-distort signals, while in the
third scheme, a pre-processor is used. The first scheme can achieve perfect linearization
if an accurate estimate of the nonlinear signal is obtained. Other two schemes are able
to reduce the nonlinearity substantially if the nonlinearity is weak. These schemes may
be suitable for different applications. The scheme with a pre-processor is proposed to
linearize a loudspeaker. Based on an analytical loudspeaker model, simulations of the
proposed method have been performed. The results have shown that nonlinear distortions of a loudspeaker can be reduced signiricantly.
The reported adaptive nonlinear filters are almost all of FIR type. which have
similar advantages and disadvantages to adaptive linear FIR filters. The computation
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cost of an adaptive linear FIR filter increases linearly with the effective length of a system impulse response, while the computation of adaptive nonlinear FIR filters is superlinear with this length and thus is much more computationally demanding in the case of
a long impulse response.
This thesis introduces a general class of adaptive nonlinear IIR filters, namely,
ANRSS filters. The filters are recursive and thus generally have an infinite impulse
response. They are expected to have many applications and are especially attractive for
those with long memories where adaptive nonlinear FIR filters are too expensive to use.
Efficient methods, which signiticantly reduce computation for gradients, are developed
to facilitate their application in real-time signal processing. Guidelines are presented
for maintaining the stability of an ANRSS filter and it is shown that an ANRSS filter
can be approximated by a time-variant linear system whose stability can be more easily
monitored. It is found that the convergence speed depends on the eigenvalue spread of
the correlation matrix of the coefficient gradient signals. The theoretically predicted
convergence rate agrees quite well with the actual value in simulation. Furthermore, an
adaptive linearization scheme based on the filters is proposed for a class of nonlinear
systems. The scheme is applied to linearize a loudspeaker model with nonlinearity in
the suspension system. It is also proposed that the adaptive filters could be used to perform echo cancellation in a data communication channel with nonlinearity. Numerical
experiments are performed on identification of a simple m-St-order system,
identification and linearization of a loudspeaker model, and cancellation of echo.
Although these filters are presented in the digital domain, they are also applicable in the
continuous-time domain. This is another advantage of ANRSS filters and another
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motivation for introducing them.
To see the performance of the algorithms in a practical situation, measurements
are performed on a loudspeaker. Solutions to practical issues, such as inversion of a
bandpass transfer function, are discussed. The algorithms, together with some existing
techniques, are then applied to the measurement data.

1.2 Tour Map of the Thesis
This dissertation has four core chapters: Chapters Three, Four, Five, and Six,
where adaptive filtering algorithms are developed and tested. And it has three supporting chapters, Chapters One, Two, and Seven, which present principles, conduct surveys,
and draw conclusions.

Chapter One discusses motivations and contributions of this thesis and gives a
thesis outline.

Chapter Two first discusses the need for an adaptive filter. Next, it presents adaptation laws, principles of adaptive linear FIR filters, and principles of adaptive IIR
filters. Then, it conducts a survey of adaptive nonlinear filters and a survey of applications of adaptive nonlinear filters. This chapter furnishes the reader with the necessary
background theory and information on the state-of-the-art.

Chapter Three presents results on an adaptive linear cascade IIR filter. An idea
of backpropagating the desired signal is proposed for a cascade IIR filter. Then, stability
monitoring of an IIR second-order section and the convergence of the filter are discussed. Finally, simulation results are presented.
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Chapter Four presents the results on adaptive linearization using adaptive FIR
filters. Three adaptive linearization schemes are proposed. One of the schemes is also
proposed to linearize a loudspeaker and simulations demonstrate it is able to achieve a
significant reduction in distortion.
Chapter Five introduces ANRSS filters. After discussing motivations for studying
an adaptive nonlinear IIR filter, a nonlinear recursive state-space structure for adaptive
nonlinear IIR filters is introduced and efficient methods are developed for gradient com*
putation. Then, the issues of stability and convergence are addressed and potential
applications of ANRSS filters are proposed. Finally, numerical results are presented.
Chapter Six describes measurements of a loudspeaker system and discusses some
issues associated with the data and their solutions. Then results are presented on application of the preposed algorithms to the data.
The last chapter, Chapter Seven draws conclusions and suggests what should be
carried out further to improve or continue the work.
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Chapter Two
Principles and A Survey
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents some principles of adaptive linear and nonlinear filters and
conducts a concise survey of the research in the area. Active research on adaptive filters
has been carried out for about three decades. Hence, many algorithms and structures
have been developed and a rich body of literature has been formed. This chapter
focuses on those concepts, algorithms, and structures related to this thesis. The adaptation laws are first outlined with the emphasis on the least mean square (LMS) algorithm. Then the adaptive linear FIR and IIR filters are discussed. Finally, adaptive nonlinear filters and their applications are presented.

2.2 The Need for an Adaptive Filter
A conventional fixed tilter, which is used to extract information from an input time
sequence, is linear and time invariant. An adaptive filter is a filter which automatically
adjusts its coefficients to optimize an objective function. A conceptual adaptive filter is
shown in Fig.2.1, where the filter minimizes the objective function of mean square error
by modifying itself and is thus a time varying system. An adaptive rilter is useful when
an exact filtering operation may be unknown and/or this operation may be mildly nonstationary.
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desired signal d (k)

put signal U (k)

w
error signal e (k)

Fig.2.1 An adaptive filter.

Adaptive filters have found applications in many areas such as speech processing,
data communications, image processing, and sonar processing. Two adaptive signal
processing applications will be discussed in this section to help illustrate the need for an
adaptive filter. One application is equalization of a data transmission channel [1] and
another is noise cancellation [2].
2.2.1 Equalization of a Data Transmission Channel
The rapidly increasing need for computer communications has been met primarily
by higher speed data transmission over the widespread telephone network. Binary data
are converted to voice-frequency signals, transmitted, and converted back. The frequency response of a telephone line with nominal passband 300 Hz to 3000 Hz deviates
from the ideal of constant amplitude and constant delay and thus time dispersion
results. In pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), each signal is a pulse whose amplitude
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level is determined by a symbol. The effect of each symbol transmitted over a timedispersive channel extends beyond the time interval used to represent that symbol.
Assuming that the channel is linear, the sampled data symbol at the receiver can
be represented as a convolution of the channel impulse response hi with the transmitted
data symbols u (Ic),
.

where ~0 is a noise signal. The sampled data symbol can also be expressed as
‘

where 6 is the effective delay of the channel. The first term is the attenuated and
delayed data symbol and the second term is the intersymbol interference among symbols due to the dispersion of the channel. An adaptive filter can be used to remove the
intersymbol interference by inverting the channel. The need for adaptive filtering arises
from a lack of prior knowledge of the impulse response h and from the time variance of
the channel.
A typical receiver is shown in Fig2.2 [l]. A pre-filter suppresses the out-of-band
noise. A timing recovery device detects the data symbol rate so that the sampler can
work at this rate. After sampling, an adaptive equalizer, often an adaptive transversal
filter in the case of PAM data transmission, inverts the channel and removes the
interference. At the beginning, a training sequence is generated and is used to train the
adaptive filter. At the output of the filter, a slicer is used to detect the symbols transmitted. After the training period, the detected symbols are used to adapt the filter.

2.3
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I
Recovery

error

Fig.22 A receiver utilizing adaptive equalization.

2.2.2 Noise Cancellation
A signal corrupted by additive noise can be estimated by passing it through a filter,
such as the pre-filter mentioned above, that tends to suppress the noise while leaving the
signal relatively unchanged. Prior knowledge of the characteristics of both the signal
and the noise is required for the design of fixed filters. Adaptive filters are sometimes
preferred since little or no prior knowledge of the signal or noise characteristics is
required for their design.
Adaptive noise cancellation is illustrated in Fig.2.3 [2]. The first sensor receives a
signal s plus an uncorrelated noise H 1. A second sensor picks up the noise 122 from the
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noise source, which is independent of the signal s and correlated in some way with the
primary noise rz 1. An adaptive filter provides an estimate of the noise rz 1 using the
measured original noise rz 2. The estimate of the noise IZ 1 is then subtracted from the
primary signal s +rz 1 to cancel the primary noise tz 1. As explained in the following, the
adaptive filter achieves this by minimizing the power of the system output Z, which is
the difference between the primary signal and the filter output.
Taking account of the assumption that s is uncorrelated with /z 1 and tz 2, it can be
shown [2] that
min E(:‘) = E(s’) + min E((rz t-y)‘)

(2.3)
where E indicates the expectation operator. Hence, when the filter adjusts its
coefficients so that I?(:‘) is minimized, .E((rz t--y)‘) is minimized. The filter output y is
then a least square estimate of the primary noise n 1. Moreover, considering

sensor

1

Signal
source

Noise
source

Primary signal s+IZ 1

System output 2
D

t1 2
Sensor 2

Fig.2.3 Adaptive noise cancellation.
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:-s=n1-y

~2.41

it is clear that minimizing the power of the system output by an adaptive filter minimizes the output noise power. This adaptive noise cancellation technique, however, is
not universal; for instance, it is not very applicable for removing the additive channel
noise in data transmission discussed above since the noise source is unknown.
These two applications clearly demonstrate the need for adaptive filters. Although
a fixed filter could be used to replace the adaptive filter in the data transmission receiver
or n-r the noise canceler, it would not be as effective as an adaptive filter since the
characteristics of the data transmission channel and the noise channel are usually
unknown and change slowly with time. The properties of the noise to be canceled are
also often unknown to the designer. All these make an adaptive filter preferred or necessary.

2.3 Adaptation Laws
As discussed in the previous section, an adaptive filter adapts, by some means, its
coefticients to achieve a prescribed objective. A widely applied objective is minimizing
the mean square of the output error, which is defined as the difference between the
desired signal and the filter output. This is called the output-error formulation which is
the basis of the majority of the algorithms proposed in this thesis. All the adaptive
filters reviewed in this chapter are based on this formulation. Another popular formulation, the equation-error formulation, will be introduced in Chapter Three for comparison with the backpropagation formulation developed in this thesis. One class of
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adaptation laws for the output-error formulation is gradient based, which has the following general expression for coefficient adjustments

where p is a vector of parameters, k is the iteration number or number of samples, /_t is a
diagonal matrix of step sizes, R is a matrix chosen to improve the convergence rate,
,!Z(e’(/?)) indicates the mean squared error (MSE), the error signal e(k) is defined as
e(k) = d(k) -y(k), the signal d(k) is the desired signal, and the signal _Y (/c) is the filter
output. If the matrix is chosen to be the correlation matrix of the gradient signals, the
dependence of the filter convergence on the eigenvalue spread of the gradient signals
becomes substantially reduced. In this adaptation algorithm, filter coefficients are
updated in the opposite direction of the gradient vector so that the adaptation goes
downhill on the MSE surface.
For real-time signal processing, the computation load should be reduced to a
minimum. If the mean squared error E (e’(k)) is approximated by the instantaneous
square error e’(k), the gradient in the above adaptation law can be replaced by its
corresponding estimate which is noisy, but unbiased. Furthermore, if the matrix R is
replaced by the unit matrix, the adaptation law becomes the well-known and most
widely used real-time adaptation law - the LMS algorithm [ 1-31

avw
P ‘+l = pk + &e(k)ap

(2.6)

where y is the filter output.
The step sizes of an adaptive filter control the convergence speed. Smaller step
sizes result in a slower convergence and a lower residual MSE, while larger step sizes
2.7
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cause a faster convergence and a higher residual MSE. Step sizes which are too large
make the filter unstable. Choice of step sizes depends on the filter structure, the adaptation algorithm, and the properties of the input signal. How to choose a step size is well
understood for adaptive FIR filters, but not for adaptive IIR filters. All the adaptive
filters discussed in this dissertation are based on the LMS algorithm.

2.4 Adaptive Linear FIR Filters
There are two popular kinds of adaptive linear FIR filters, transversal filters and
FIR lattice filters. We discuss only adaptive linear transversal filters since knowledge
of adaptive lattice filters is not essential for discussing the algorithms presented in this
thesis. Adaptive linear transversal filters are popular because of such nice properties as
guaranteed stability and global convergence. An adaptive linear transversal filter,
shown in Fig.2.4, has the following form
_y

(k)

=2h;u (k-i)
i=O

(2.71

where 12 is the filter order. ~1 is the input signal, and h is the impulse response of the
filter.
It has been shown [4] that assuming the coefficients of an adaptive filter change
slowly, we have

where p is a filter coefficient to be adapted and Z-’ indicates the inverse z-transform
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Fig.2.4 Adaptive linear transversal filter.

and Y(Z) ’ is the z-transform of the time domain variable y(k). The relationship in
Equation (2.8) permits us to carry out the derivation of gradient evaluation formulas in
both the time and z-domains. Deriving gradient formulas in the z-domain is often very
convenient for an adaptive linear filter, as we shall see in the following sections and the
chapter on linear cascade IIR filters. Obviously, the gradient vector of the transversal
filter coefficients is

ay(:j

~ =

ah

where h = C h 0 h 1 * . . hr, )T.

( 1 + f? . . .

z-n )Qp)

Gw

Using the LMS algorithm in Equation (2.6), we can

update the coefficients according to

’ In :his thesis. a time domain variable is in lower case and has an index k, e.g., y(k). and its z-transfoml counterpart is in upper case
and has an index 2, e.g. Y(z)

2.9
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hk +’ = hk + 2pe (k)u(k)

(2.10)

where u(k) = ( I ~(k-1) . . . u(k-u) f.
To simplify the statistical analysis of the LMS algorithm for a transversaI filter, it
is often assumed [38] that the current input signal vector u(k) of the transversaI filter is
uncon-elated with its previous values &k-l), u(k-2), . . . . u(O). Although the assumption is often violated in practice since the input signal is colored, experiences have
shown that the results obtained are quite useful.
Considering the adaptation formula in Equation (2.10) and the assumption made
above, we can write

U%&+W = (I- WWbAW

(2.11)

where E indicates the expectation operator, the vector e/l(k+l) is the difference of the
coefficient vector hk+’ and the Wiener solution ho, R is the correlation matrix of the
input signal u(k), and I is the identity matrix. It has been shown that the mean of the
coefficient error e/t goes asymptotically to zero if the step size p satisfies [38]

o<+-

(2.12)

IIltiX

wh-e hax

is the maximum eigenvaiue of the correlation matrix R. For a chosen step

size p = o/pmax, the convergence time constant r is

h max
=Lin CY.

(2.13)

where cx is a constant between 0 and 1 and ~,~i*~ is the minimum eigenvalue of the
matrix R.
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In a practical application or in a simulation, step sizes should be chosen smaller
than the theoretical upper bounds obtained above because of the noise in gradient estimates. The analysis presented above focuses on the necessary conditions on which the
mean coefficient error vector ej, of an FIR section converges to its Wiener solution.
However, these conditions do not guarantee a finite variance for the coefficient error
vector nor a finite mean square output error. A smaller upper bound for the step size
was obtained for an adaptive LMS transversal filter [39,40], when both the necessary
and sufficient conditions were considered. For a transversal filter having a step size p,
an input correlation matrix R with eigenvalues ki, it was shown [39,40] that the convergence is ensured if

O<pSL
h

(2.14)

fl
Ph <
lE ls2jJ&

(2.15)

max

and
l

i=o

where &,= is the maximum eigenvalue. A criterion, which is more conservative and
easier to use, is

o<pd3tr(R)

(2.16)

The convergence speed of the LMS algorithm depends on the eigenvalue spread of
the correlation matrix of the input signal. To speed up convergence. one can choose the
correlation matrix of the input signal as the matrix R in Equation (2.5) or perform
transform to orthogonalize the input signal [37].

2.11
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2.5 Adaptive Linear IIR Filters
Although adaptive FIR filters have nice properties, they are found to be expensive
for some applications, such as echo cancellation in acoustical systems, where system
impulse responses are long. Adaptive IIR filters may be computationally more efficient
for these applications. This has sparked active research on adaptive IIR filters. Several
IIR structures have been investigated, which include direct form [3,9,15,32], lattice
form [11,13], recursive state-space form [7,8], parallel form [12,14], and cascade form
[5,10,33,34].
2.5.1 Adaptive Direct-Form Filters
Adaptive direct-form filters are very popular in the literature and they can be
described as
y(k)= iuiy(k-i)+ ~hiU(k-i),
i=l

(2.17)

i=O

where Ui and hi are the feedback and the feedforward coefficients, respectively. The
filter output can be written in the z-domain
Y(z) =

ZU(z)

(2.18)

where

i=O

and

i=l

2.12
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The filter described in the time domain in Equation (2.17) or in the z-domain in Equation (2.18) can be rearranged as a cascade of an IIR section l/C (z) followed by a
transversal FIR section H (z). The filter output can be rewritten as
Y(z) = H (2)YjjJZ)

(2.19)

where Yiir is the output of the IIR section and is equal to

yiir Cl =LU(z)

(2.20)

c(z)

Hence, the gradient vector for h is obviously
aYc:l Z

( 1 2-1 * * * z-n )Tyiir(z)

ah
Differentiating both sides of Equation (2.18) with the coefficients Ui results in
aY (1) = ( :-I :-z . . , z-n )q
&))W)

aa
wherea=(at uz ... u,~)‘.

7

(2.21)

(2.22)

The filter structure and the implementation of the gradient computation is depicted
in Fig.2.5. The IIR section of the input side and the FIR section form the filter. The gradient signals for the coefficients of the FIR section are the states of the section. The gradient signals of the filter’s IIR section are obtained by passing the filter output through
another IIR section. With the filter structure in this figure instead of the one suggested
in Equation (2.17) the output of the IIR section ~;;~(k) is computed when computing the
filter output y(k). Hence, evaluation of gradients of the feedforward coefficients !zi
according to Equation (2.21) involves no further computation. Equation (2.22) shows
that evaluation of gradients of the feedback coefficients Ui needs only half of the computation required in computing the adaptive filter output. This method of computing
gradients for the Output-error Direct-form Filter (ODF) is very efficient. These results
2.13
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were presented in [ 15] and similar results were obtained for the recently proposed linear
recursive state-space structure [7,8].
2.5.2 Adaptive Cascade IIR Filters
An adaptive filter may update its coefficients into an unstable region. It may be
important to prevent this from happening by some means, for example. a stability

,...............,...............
; IIR section l/C(z)
/

:

FIR section h! (z)

IIR section l/C(Z) i
Gradient evaluation !
for filter’s IIR section :

I--_____________________,

Fig.2.5 An adaptive output-error direct-fotm filter and evaluation of gradients
for its coefficients.
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check. Although the direct-form structure is very popular in the literature, it does not
have an easy stability check and it also has poor coefficient sensitivities which may
result in large residual MSE. On the other hand. an adaptive cascade IIR biquad filter
has an easy stability check and good coefficient sensitivities. It can handle multiple
poles just by allowing two sections to have identical coefficients, while the parallel
form cannot (unless the structure is modified during operation to include cascaded or
forth-order sections). For the spectral analysis application, the resonant frequencies of
the biquads of an adaptive cascade filter will be identical to the frequencies of the input
sinusoids after convergence and in the absence of noise [5]. This is not the case [5] for
the parallel structures [41, 421 which exhibit bias. A cascade biquad filter is shown in
the upper part of Fig.2.6. If the order, 12, of the system is odd, one “biquad” is a firstorder filter. The filter output can be written as
Y(z)=Bnl(z)Bm_&) a** B&)U(z)

(2.23)

where Bi is the transfer function of the irh biquad. Let pi indicate the coefficient vector
of the ith biquad, then we have
l3Y (z)
~ = Bnl(z) . . .

JBi (z)

B;+&) -Bi-1 (Z) * . . B 1 (;)U(Z)
3Pi

(2.24)

aPi
Considering that the output of the (i-1)fh biquad is

Yi_1 (z) = Bi-1 (I) * * . B 1 (,z)U(Z)

(2.25)

as indicated in Fig.2.6. we have

=

Gi(Z)Bnl(Z) . . . Bi+l Yi-1 (Z)

(2.26)

where i = 1, 2, . . . . r~, Yo = U, and
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2.5.3 Adaptive Linear Recursive State-Space Filters
Implementation of adaptive linear IIR filters with the recursive state-space structure has been studied [7,8]. It was found that some recursive state-space structures may
have much faster adaptation speeds and much better round-off noise performance than
the direct-form structure in some cases. An adaptive linear recursive state-space filter
can be described by the following equations [7,8]
x(k+l) = Ax&j + Bu(k)

(2.27a)

_V(f4) = Px(k) + &l(k)

(2.27b)

where x is the state variable, A is the feedback matrix, d is the feedthrough coefficient,
and B and C are the input coefficient vector and the output coefficient vector, respectively.
Taking the z-transform of Equations (2.27a) and (2.27b), differentiating both sides
of the equations by Uij, which is the element at the ith row and jrh column of the matrix
A, and solving for aY(Z)/da;j, we have
&f i:)
=

CT(zI - A)-‘eiX;(z)

(2.28)

i!lii;j

where Xj(Z) is the jth element of the state vector X(Z) and ei is a vector with the ith element being unity and the others being zero. Taking the transpose of both sides of the
above equation results in
aY (z)
~ = er(:I - AT)-’ CXj(Z)

(2.29)

C3Uij

Similarly, the formula for evaluation of the gradient for the input coefficient vector B
can be obtained
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aY (z)
T_

=

eF(zI - AT)-’ W(z)

(2.30)

Let F; be the gradient vector for all the elements on the jth column of A and let Q indicate the gradient vector for all the elements of B, namely
(2.3 1)
where (Fj)i and qi are the ith elements of Fj and Q, respectively. Writing Equations
(2.29) and (2.30) in the time domain gives
Fj(k +l) = ATFj(k) + CXj(k)

(2.32)

Q(k+l) = ATQ(k) + Cu(k)

(2.33)

and

Hence, the gradients for the coefficients A and B can be computed recursively, using
the systems in Equations (2.32) and (2.33), which are similar in structure to the filter
itself. The gradients for the output coefficient vector C and the feedthrough coefficient
d can be easily obtained
(2.34)
(2.35)
Using the LMS algorithm, the filter coefficients are updated according to
(2.36)
(2.37)
(2.38)
(2.39)
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Computing gradients for A and B using Equations (2.32) and (2.33) is very
efficient: one gradient filter is able to compute gradients for all the elements of B or all
the elements of a column of A, compared to a simple-minded method which needs one
gradient filter for each element of B or A. It is also shown [7,8] that it is possible to
adapt a single column or row of a recursive state-space filter and reduce the total
number of gradient filters to one. These single row or single column adaptive filters are
shown to have superior convergence properties compared to direct-form filters in oversampled applications when the desired poles can be estimated.

2.6 Adaptive Nonlinear Filters
System linearity is often assumed in many adaptive signal processing applications.
Nonlinearities in real applications limit system performance. Thus, modem signal processing theory and practice are becoming more and more concerned with the design of
efficient nonlinear filters. One approach to designing adaptive nonlinear filters is based
on the truncated Volterra series. From a theoretical point of view, the Volterra filter is
attractive since it can deal with a general class of nonlinear systems while its output is
still linear with respect to various higher power system coefficients or impulse
responses.
For a nonlinear system satisfying certain conditions, the output y(k) can be
expanded into a Volterra series
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(2.40)
where /z 1, hz, . . . , h,,, , . . . , are the coefficients of the system. The sum with hf 1 can be
considered as a convolution of the input signal, u (k), with the impulse response, h 1 (k),
of a linear system. This sum is a linear term. The sum with hi will be referred to as ith
power term, since if the input u (k) is multiplied by a scalar a, this term will yield a factor c?. In particular, the sum with hz and the sum with h 3 will be referred to as the
quadratic term and the cubic term, respectively. The linear term models the linearity of
the system; the rest of the series models the nonlinearity.
Generally speaking, the series has an infinite number of terms and each term is an
infinite sum. The computation and memory requirements make it impossible to base
adaptive filters on this series if no simplification is made. In practice, the series is able
to model many system reasonably well if it just contains the several major terms and
each term is a finite sum. Thus, the truncated series can be employed to construct adaptive filters. Furthermore,

w e c a n c o n s i d e r t h a t hz(il,iz), hj(il,iz,i3), a n d

h,,*(i l,iz, * * * ,im) are symmetric, namely, the indexes of h 2 (i 1 ,z’ z), h 3 (i 1 ,i 2, i 3), or
h,,*(i l,iz, . . . ,inl) are exchangeable. Then, an adaptive nonlinear filter can be based on
the following truncated series

where nz is the total number of teims in the filter, 1~ 1 is the order of the linear term, and
112, 113, . . . .

and H,,, are the orders of the nonlinear terms. Note the changes in the upper
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and lower limits of the summations in the nonlinear terms, which are the results of
assuming that hz, hj, . . . . and h,,l are symmetric and assuming each sum is finite. Obviously, this filter has a finite impulse response, hence the name adaptive nonlinear FIR
filter.
Updating the Volterra filter coefficients is often based on the LMS concept and is
performed as follows [ 16-201
h~“(i~,i~. . . . .ij) =hf(il,iz, ** * ,ij)+
2pjf? (k)t?d (k -i l)U (k-i 2) ’ . ’ U (k-ij)

(2.42)

where j = 1, 2, . . . . nz and l.+ is the step size for the jth power term. A quadratic Volterra
filter is the one with the linear term and the quadratic term. Study of an adaptive quadratic filter has shown [ 161 that when the input signal is Gaussian, the LMS-based quadratic Volterra filter converges to the optimum solution asymptotically in the mean and
the convergence speed depends on the squared ratio of maximum to minimum eigenvalues of the input correlation matrix.
A variant of the LMS algorithm, the sign algorithm [22], updates the filter
coefficients using only the sign of the gradient. It uses only the direction of the gradient
and loses the proportionality of the correction terms to the error. Therefore, the sign
algorithm offers a slower and less accurate convergence in comparison to the stochastic
algorithm, while leading to reduced-complexity implementation.
The gradient-based adaptive algorithms use a step size to control the convergence.
The step size is fixed in most existing nonlinear adaptive algorithms. A technique for
adjusting the step size was proposed in [21] for the sign algorithm presented in [22] in
order to obtain faster convergence and reduce final MSE without excessively affecting
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the advantage of the sign algorithm in the implementation complexity. It was shown
that the structure resulting from the modified sign algorithm still remains much simpler
than that related to the stochastic iteration algorithm.
An adaptive quadratic Volterra filter with minimum mean square error criterion
was presented in a series of papers [ 16,29,3 11. The order rz 1 of the linear term and the
order rz 2 of the quadratic term were chosen as the same and were indicated by N. The
quadratic Volterra series was written as
(2.43)
where
H, = [ /q(O) /zt(l) . -. /zl(N-l)]’
u ( k ) = [ u(/t) u(/c-1) . - . u&-N+l) 1’
M)JO

.

.

hz(O,N-1)

1

where r indicates the correlation of the input signal ~4:

The term +r-(HzRll) is the dc component and is included to keep the estimate unbiased.
When the input signal is Gaussian, the least mean square solution of the quadratic Volterra filter is as following:
(2.44)
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(2.45)
where vdll is the correlation vector whose elements are defined as
V(jll(i) = E(d(/k)u(k-i))
and Tdu is the cross-bicorrelation matrix whose elements are defined as

Direct solution of the matrixes HI and Hz based on Equations (2.44) and (2.45) is
called the batch-processing method [3 11.
Most adaptive Volterra filters work in the time domain. A frequency domain
adaptive Volterra filter was presented in [ 131. For a finite memory of length N, the filter
converges to the equivalent time domain nonlinear adaptive filter presented previously.
For a quadratic Volterra filter, the proposed method requires 0 (N’) multiply-adds for
N outputs as opposed to an O(N3) for the time domain.
The algorithms discussed above are based on the LMS concept. An algorithm
based on a fast Kalman filter algorithm was presented in [ 191. The algorithm developed
is for a quadratic Volterra filter. It uses a stochastic approximation in the least square
recursion equation for the quadratic weight matrix. The convergence of the algorithm
for the quadratic weights was established. In a simulation experiment, the algorithm
proposed converged faster than an LMS-based adaptation algorithm.
An adaptive nonlinear FIR filter was proposed based on a three-section model [27]
rather than a Volterra series. It has three cascaded sections: linear system with memory,
followed by a nonlinear memoryless system and then followed by another linear system
with memory. This structure results in an efficient adaptive nonlinear filter which is a
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special case of an adaptive Volterra filter. The LMS algorithm was applied to update
the coefficients.

2.7 Applications of Adaptive Nonlinear Filters
Adaptive Volterra filters find their application in many fields. Typical applications
include echo cancellation [23,24,26], equalization [28,30] and noise reduction [17,20]
for communication channels.
In recent years adaptive echo cancellation has been extensively investigated in
connection with some new services introduced in the telephone network because it
allows for full-duplex transmission on two-wire circuits with full bandwidth in both
directions. Application of this concept can be found in digital subscriber loop modems
and voiceband data modems. A theoretical study of echo cancellation was conducted in
[24]. The coefficients of the continuous-time Volterra series were represented by generalized Fourier series. It was proved that the proposed echo canceler converges and
reduces the echo to zero in the absence of noise. A nonlinear echo canceler based on a
Volterra filter was presented in [26]. The hardware realizations were based on combinatorial networks obtained by using distributed arithmetic. An adaptive nonlinear echo
canceler was developed for data signals in [23]. A binary series expansion of a nonlinear function of the data was derived, which has the foim of the Volterra series and
has finite terms. Based on this expansion, an LMS adaptation, together with its
hardware implementation, was developed.
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Nonlinear distortion is now a significant factor hindering high-speed data
transmission over telephone channels. Equalization must be adaptive since nonlinear
distortion varies from one connection to another and also varies with time for each particular connection. Receivers utilizing nonlinear equalizers have been studied in [28,30]
for passband QAM which is the preferred modulation scheme for achieving high data
rates. The channel model was a three-section model discussed in the previous section.
Equalization was achieved in [28] by utilizing an adaptive nonlinear filter in series with
the nonlinear data channel to invert the channel. Simulations on recorded data from
real channels have demonstrated that nonlinear decision-feedback equalization can
significantly reduce the error rate for a variety of channel characteristics. Cancellation
of nonlinear intersymbol interference in [30] is performed by employing an adaptive
nonlinear filter in parallel with the channel to provide an estimate of the interference.
The cancellation approach removes nonlinear interference terms without excessive
noise enhancement and allows effective implementation with ROM’s to generate the
needed nonlinear signal variables. An orthogonalized version of the Volterra series was
employed, resulting in an increased ability to correct for channel nonlinearities.
An adaptive nonlinear FIR filter was studied for noise cancellation in [ 171, where
noise channels are assumed to consist of a nonlinear memoryless section followed by a
linear dispersive section. An adaptive nonlinear filter was designed using this model.
Including nonlinearity in the noise canceler was shown to increase the ability of the
canceler to remove noise from the received signal. In a simulation, the nonlinear canceler achieved 22.3 dB of noise suppression, whereas the linear canceler was capable of
suppressing the interference by only 6.4 dB.
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Modern digital radio systems utilize highly bandwidth-efficient QAM modulation
techniques to make use of the crowded microwave radio spectrum. The system becomes
more sensitive to all types of linear and nonlinear distortion as the number of constellation points grows, To achieve maximum efficiency, the high-power amplifier of a
transmitter operates in saturation, resulting in a nonlinear distortion in the transmitted
signal. This nonlinear distortion becomes a critical issue. An adaptive linearization
technique was presented in [36] which compensates for amplifier nonlinearity. It predistorts the signal before the amplifier. The algorithm operates in real time and is data
directed. Development of the algorithm assumed that the power amplifier is memoryless and required that the signal not be filtered before the amplifier. Hence, the adaptive
linearizer is also memoryless. The performance of the linearizer was further analyzed
in [35].
Although most of the applications of adaptive filters are in communications systems, some work has been done to apply these filters in other fields. An adaptive quadratic Volterra filter was employed to model and forecast the sway motion response of a
moored vessel to random sea waves [29,31]. Two procedures, batch-processing and
adaptive, to implement the the filter were presented in these two papers and were discussed in the previous section. The batch-processing method uses the correlation and
cross-bicorrelation functions to evaluate the quadratic filter coefficients. On the other
hand, the adaptive method updates the filter weights as a new observation is available.
Experimental results based on a scaled model wave basin test were used to demonstrate
the utility of the nonlinear filters.
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2.8 Summary
In this chapter, the principles of the adaptive linear and nonlinear filters were discussed and the research work in this field was briefly reviewed. The LMS algorithm, on
which all the adaptation algorithms presented in this thesis are based, was introduced.
The adaptive linear transversal filter was discussed. As well, adaptive linear IIR filters,
with emphasis on the direct-form, cascade form, and state-space form filters, were
described. Finally, the Volterra theory and adaptive nonlinear FIR filters were
presented, together with their applications.
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Chapter Three
Adaptive Backpropagation Cascade IIR Filter
3.1 Introduction
An adaptive linear IIR filter has advantages in computation when a system is
better modeled by a pole-zero transfer function than by a zero-only function, especially
when poles are close to the unit circle in the z-domain. Several structures have beefi
proposed for adaptive linear IIR filters, including direct form [1-41, lattice form [5-71,
cascade-form [g-l 11, parallel-form [ 12,131, and recently, state-space structures [14].
Among them, the direct form is most popular in the literature. However, an adaptive
filter may go unstable during adaptation and it is difficult to ensure stability of a directform filter with an order above two. It also has very poor sensitivity performance,
which means that a slight change in a coefficient will result in a large change in filter
output. This is undesirable for an adaptive filter since its coefficients are constantly
affected by measurement noise and quantization noise. Both cascade form and parallel
folm have an easy stability check and low sensitivities. The parallel form has
difficulties implementing a multiple pole.
A cascade IIR structure was developed for both the output-error formulation [lo]
and the equation-error formulation [ 111. It implements the filter denominator in cascade form and the numerator in transversal form. An adaptive cascade filter, composed
of IIR notch biquads, was developed for the output-error formulation in [8], which is
suitable for detecting and enhancing multiple sinusoids in applications in
3.1
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communications and radar. Another cascade IIR filter was presented in [9] using the
equation-error formulation, where the second-order sections are expressed in terms of
their roots and these roots, rather than the section coefficients, are adapted.
One problem of adaptive cascade filters is the complexity of computing filter gradients, which is normally quadratic in the filter order. To solve this problem, an
efficient cascade IIR filter has been proposed based on a novel concept of backpropagating the desired signal [ 151. The filter consists of a transversal section and cascaded all-pole second-order sections. The computation for adaptation is about the same
as that required by the filter itself when the LMS algorithm is used. It has been shown
that the equation-error formulation is only a special case of the method of backpropagating the desired signal. The adaptive filter presented here has a similar structure to
those in ]lO,l 11, but requires much less computation.

3.2 Backpropagation Formulation
The popular output-error formulation minimizes the error computed at the filter
output side. This section proposes a different scheme in which a desired signal is backpropagated and intermediate errors are generated, then the filter adjusts its coefficients
to minimize the intermediate errors.
The complexity of gradient computation of a conventional output-error cascade
filter is due to the fact that the filter objective is minimization of the error at the filter
otrrlXffY aY& gracr&!rn srgnar!s
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gradient signals at the filter output side. If some kind of intermediate errors can be gen-
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requirement of the backpropagation method. An 12th order tilter is described by a
transversal section
Yjir(z) = H(z)U(z)

(3.1)

and m all-zero second-order sections

(3.2)
where

and

The parameter m is equal to II/~ if the order u is even, otherwise it is equal to (~+1)/2
and one of the “second-order” section is in fact a first-order section. The intermediate
desired signals and the intermediate errors are generated as shown in Fig.3.2. The
transversal section H and the all-zero second-order sections C; can be adapted to
minimize the intermediate errors.
It is clear that the coefficient vector h of the transversal section H can be updated
like that of an LMS transversal filter:
h’+’ = h’ + 2~,~e I (k)u(k)

(3.3)

whereu(k)=(ld(k)Ld(k-1) s.1 l/(k-,l))‘andh=(hohl **. h,,)T.
Since the signals D;+~(z), Di+z(Z), . . . , D,,l+l(z) ( where DnZ+l(z) = D (z) ) are
independent of the coefficients of the filter section Ci, the derivatives of the signal Di
3.4
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Ej(z)=Cj(Z)Ci+r(Z) .‘* CntE(Z) i=l, 27 *‘* 3 HZ
The intermediate errors are the filtered versions of the output error. Multiple objective
functions are simultaneously minimized and they are closely related. It is clear that if
the intermediate errors are zero, the output error is zero and perfect matching between
the filter output and the desired signal is achieved. However, in other cases, minimization of the intermediate errors is not equivalent to minimization of the output error. To
see the effects of noise, we can write the intermediate error as
Ei(Z) = E:(I) + Ci(Z)Ci+r (Z) * ’ ’ CV*(Z)N(Z)

i = 1, 2. . ’ ’ , HZ

where N is the noise on the desired signal, and Ei is the error signal without noise. The
filter attempts to minimize the mean squares of the intermediate error signals plus
filtered noises. Hence, the noise will definitely introduce bias in coefficient estimates
just as in the equation-error formulation.
In the rest of the chapter, the sections Ci will be referred to as the all-zero secondorder sections and the section H will be referred to as the transversal section. The sections Ci and H will be collectively called the FIR sections.

3.3 Convergence Analysis
The all-zero second-order sections Ci and the transversal section H are adapted in
a similar way in which an LMS transversal filter is adapted. However, rigorous analysis
of the convergence of the backpropagation cascade IIR filter is much more difficult
because there exists interaction among the different FIR sections.
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Similar to analysis of mean coefficients of an adaptive LMS transversal filter discussed in Section 2.4, we can assume adaptation is so infrequent that the current input
signal vector of each FIR section (H, C t, . . . . or CnZ) is uncorrelated with its previous
values. Additionally, Wiener solution of each FIR section is assumed to be independent
of the desired signal of that section. Under those strong assumptions, it is expected that
the mean value of the coefficient error goes asymptotically to zero if
1
’ ’ ” ’ kilnax

(3.7)

and the mean value of the coefficient error goes asymptotically to zero with a finite
variance if
1
3tr(Ri)

O<pi<

where

(3.8)

I = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,tn. and I = 0 is for the transversal section H, kiol<Lt is the max-

imum eigenvalue of the correlation matrix Ri of the input signal of the ith section. The
bounds l/kinla and 1/(3trRi) will be referred to as the zero-mean upper bound and
finite-variance upper bound, respectively. Interaction between different sections may
require lower upper bounds.
The convergence time is expected to be

Zi =

xin fax
aikin~in

(3.9)

for a step size pi = oi/kin,lLk, where ai is a constant between 0 and 1, and kinlin is the
minimum eigenvalue of Rie
The convergence time for the whole cascade IIR filter should be greater than or
equal to the worst convergence time of all the FIR sections:
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(3.10)

3.4 Stability Monitoring
An adaptive filter will be unstable if a pole of an adaptive IIR filter stays outside
the unit circle long enough. This instability can be prevented by checking the pole locations. One major advantage of the cascade structure is its easy stability check.
It can be shown that the stability region of an all-pole second-order section is a triangle which is defined by [ 2 ]
1 +u,1 --Cl,? >o, 1 - Ui 1 - Uiz > 0, and 1 + Uiz > 0.

(3.11)

The triangle is drawn in Fig.3.3.
This stability condition can be easily monitored during adaptation. An unstable
update might be corrected by reducing step sizes. Once an unstable all-pole secondorder section is detected in an iteration, the filter coefficients are computed again using
smaller step sizes for the feedforward and feedback coefficients with the same gradients
and error signal(s). If there is still at least one unstable all-pole second-order section,
the filter coefficients will not be updated for that iteration. This is one of many possible
ways of implementing stability monitoring and 1 t is the one used in the simulations of
this chapter.
An adaptive filter is essentially a time-variilnt system. The concept of pole is an
approximation. The stability monitoring technique discussed above is based on this
approximation and is not strictly required for convergence. When an adaptive filter
enters an unstable region without stability monitoring, the MSE will increase and the
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Fig.3.3 The stability triangle of an all-pole second-order section.

adaptation algorithm tends to push it towards a stable region. Whether the filter remains
stable depends on such factor as how far the filter has gone into the unstable region.
Stability monitoring may reduce convergence rates if an adaptive filter is always forced
back into a stable region after its poles enter an unstable region.

3.5 Comparison with Equation-Error Formulation
The equation-error formulation was developed for a direct-form adaptive filter [2].
In the equation-error approach, the feedback signal is replaced by the desired signal so
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that the feedback coefficients are updated in an all-zero, nonrecursive fotm. The filter
output is
Y(z)=A(z)D(z)+H(z)U(~)

(3.12)

where
A (z) =

$cz~z-~

i=l

9

H(Z)

= i

hi.Zei

i=O

Fig.3.4 gives a popular pictorial description of the Equation-error Direct-form
Filter (EDF), where Y(),,,,,,,, is the filter output. The error signal is
E(:)=(l -A(z))D(z)-H(z)U(z)

(3.13)

which suggests Fig.3.5. Comparing Fig.3.5 with Fig.3.1, we find that Fig.3.5 shows that

Fig.3.4 Equation-error formulation.
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the equation-error formulation is just a special case of the backpropagation formulation
illustrated in Fig3.1 when there are only two cascaded sections.

3.6 Simulation Results
The algorithms proposed in this chapter have been simulated on a model matching
problem, in which an adaptive filter attempts to match the transfer function of a reference system. A third order system has been used as a reference system in the simulations:
_JJ (k) = 0.5769 (k -1 j - 0.7810~ (I?-2) + 0.3821~ (I&-3) +
U(L)+ 1.675l~(k-1)+ 1.6751~(,&2)+~(&3)

(3.14)

where the system poles are 0.5122 and 0.03211LO.8643i and zeroes are -1 and

,. . .:.

D(z)

Fig.3.5 Alternative view of the equation-error formulation.
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-0.3375&0.9413i.
For the cascade filter. the section Cz is an all-pole second-order section whose
optimal coefficient vector is a? = ( 0.06429 -0.748 )‘. The section C 1 is an all-pole
first-order section whose optimal coefficient is a 11 = 0.5122. The optimal coefficient
vector of the transversal section H is h = ( 1 1.6751 1.6751 1 )‘.
In all the tests, the mean square errors (MSE) were computed using a data block of
100 samples. The input was a white Gaussian signal with unit variance ( OdB ). The
initial values of the adaptive filter coefficients were set to zero. Three sets of simulations have been performed using the three adaptive filters: Output-error Direct-form
Filter (ODF) of Fig.2.5, BCF of Fig.3.2, and EDF of Equation (3.11) or Fig.3.4.
In the first set of simulations, there was no additive noise on the reference signal
(desired signal) and the step sizes were chosen so that the adaptive filters reached the
computational noise floor (about -300dB) in the least number of iterations. The step
sizes for the sections Cl and Cz were chosen the same for convenience. The convergence curves of the first set of simulations are the lower ones in Figs.3.6-8. Both the
BCF and the EDF employ the backpropagated desired signals. So, it is interesting to
compare the BCF with the EDF. Figs.3.7 and 3.8 show that the BCF had smoother
curve and bigger step sizes. The ODF and the EDF had to use smaller step sizes
because of the higher sensitivities of the direct-form structure. That the ODF and the
EDF had spikier curves is also directly due to the higher sensitivities. These spikes are
undesirable and although they can be reduced by using smaller step sizes, this will
result in even slower convergence.
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Fig.3.6 Convergence curves for the Output-error Direct-form Filter (ODF). Upper curve: additive noise of -80 dB. step size for IIR section = 0.0015 and step size for transversal
section = 0.015. Lower curve: no additive noise, step size for IIR section = 0.002 and
step size for transversal section = 0.03.

In practice, the reference signal is often contaminated by an additive noise, called
measurement noise. An independent white noise of -8O& was added to the reference
signal to investigate the performance of the filters in the presence of measurement
noise. The second set of simulations were performed under this condition. Suppose the
adaptive filters are used to suppress echo in a data transmission channel. In such an
application, the MSE is required to be less than about -6OdB. Here, we require the MSE
of an adaptive filter be below -7OdB, allowing a safe margin. The step sizes were
chosen so that the filters satisfied this MSE requirement in the least number of iterations. The convergence curves of the second set of simulations are upper ones in
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Figs.3.6-3.8. The BCF converged after 2.3k iterations. The EDF converged at 5.Ok
iterations, while the ODF at 3.8L~ iterations. Fig.3.9 shows MSE contour with an adaptation path for the BCF. The adaptation path of the BCF is not normal to the contours
because the BCF minimizes the intermediate errors and the contours were drawn using
the output error. No visible bias in the filter coefficients was observed in the contour of
the BCF because the noise level was modest.
In the above simulations, no stability check was employed. Instability of an adaptive filter can occur, which might be caused by, for example, a surge of measurement
noise, large step size. and/or large gradients due to steep performance surface. A third
set of simulations were performed based on the second set of simulations. All the conditions in the third set of simulations were the same as those of the second set, except
that there was a measurement noise surge from sample 600 to 1000. The ODF, the
BCF, and the EDF went unstable without stability monitoring when the measurement
noise surge floor became high. Then stability monitoring was activated for the BCF,
and the simulation was performed again. It remained stable and converged well. As
expected, it worked well even if the noise level was very high. Fig.3. IO shows the convergence curve of the BCF with a noise of 26dB (standard deviation of 20), which
shows a typical behavior of the BCF with stability monitoring. The filter worked normally before and after the noise surge. It had a high MSE level (but remained stable)
during the surge because the gradient estimate was greatly corrupted.
In the following, the theoretical and practical maximum step sizes allowed for
convergence are computed and compared. No measurement noise is added to the
desired signal.
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Fig.3.7 Convergence curves for the Backpropagation Cascade Filter (BCF).
Upper curve: additive noise of -80 dB, step size for all-pole secondorder section = 0.004 and step size for transversal section = 0.049.
Lower curve: no additive noise, step size for all-pole second-order section = 0.006 and step size for transversal section = 0.09.
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Fig.3.8 Convergence curves for the Equation-error Direct-form Filter (EDF).
Upper curve: additive noise of -80 dB, step size for feedback section =
0.003 and step size for transversal section = 0.015. Lower curve: no additive noise, step size for feedback section = 0.005 and step size for
transversal section = 0.07.
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Fig.3.9 Contour plot for BCF.
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Fig.3.10 Convergence curve for BCF with measurement noise of 26 dB. Step size for all-pole
second-order sections = 0.004 and step size for transversal section = 0.049.
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Since the input signal is white Gaussian signal with a unit variance, the zero-mean
upper bound for the step size of the transversal section H is unity, namely
PI, =

1

(3.15)

and the finite-variance upper bound is
P\~ = 0.08

(3.16)

The input signal of the all-zero second-order section Cz is the desired signal - the
output of the reference physical system. The eigenvalues of the input-signal correlation
matrix of this section are

eigetnulues

of

R nj = ( 3.7290 22.5310 )’

(3.17)

The zero-mean upper bound for the step size of the second-order section Cz is
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pz = 0.044

(3.18)

l_lz = 0.013

(3.19)

and the finite-variance upper bound is

To compute the correlation matrix of the input signal dz of the all-zero first-order
section C 1, the optimal coefficient values were assigned to Cz. The eigenvalue of the
correlation matrix is 22.85. The zero-mean upper bound for the step size of C 1 is
ul = 0.0438

(3.20)

and the finite-variance upper bound is
j.Ll

=0.015

(3.21)

Simulations were performed to see what the practical values of the maximum step
sizes are. When experimenting a step size for an FIR section (for example, section H),
we set optimal values to other two FIR sections (for exampIes, sections C 1 and C’z). It
was found that the practical maximum step sizes allowed for the sections H, Ct, and
Cz were
j.l/! =

0.19

j.tl = 0.0175

(3.23)

l-l? = 0.0175

(3.24)

and

They are between their corresponding zero-mean bounds and the finite-variance upper
bounds.
Simulations were petformed to show the effect of the interaction of different sections on the choice of step sizes. The coefficients of the all three FIR sections were
adapted initially from zeros. The filter converged when all the step sizes were reduced
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to their corresponding practical maximum step sizes divided by 3.5. This shows that
the interaction among different sections makes smaller step sizes necessary.

3.7 Summary
This chapter has studied adaptive cascade IIR filters which have an easy stability
check and low parameter sensitivities. A novel concept has been proposed, which suggests backpropagating the desired signal through the inverse all-pole second-order sections and producing intermediate errors to be minimized. This concept was applied to a
cascade IIR structure. resulting in an efficient adaptive cascade IIR filter. It has been
shown that the equation-error formulation is just a special case of backpropagation of
the desired signal.
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Chapter Four
Adaptive Linearization Schemes for
Weakly Nonlinear Systems
4.1 Introduction
System linearity is desired in many applications where nonlinearities exist. Some
applications where linearization is necessary include
- Integrated continuous-time filters, where resistors are sometimes replaced by
transistors [ 1 J which suffer from substantial nonlinearity at large signal swings.
- Optical communication, where distortions caused by the noniinearities in the
analog drive circuitry and LED or laser can be significant [2].
- Sound reproduction systems, where a loudspeaker has a few percent of nonlinear distortions [3-6,11,12].
- Digital microwave radio systems. where a critical issue in bandwidth-efficient
QAM is the nonlinearity of the high-power amplifier in a satellite. Adaptive predistortion methods have been proposed to compensate for the nonlinear distortion

VJI.
There are some drawbacks to the existing linearization approaches. Most of the
linearization methods for integrated continuous-time filters require device matching
which can only be satisfied to a certain degree due to manufacturing fluctuations. The
feedback technique has difficulties linearizing systems containing a lot of delay, such as
air-path delay in a loudspeaker system. Most of the existing methods rely on fixed
4.1
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circuits or devices, thus their performance will be degraded by aging, temperature, and
an ever-changing environment.
Adaptive approaches may provide a good solution for some of the applications.
Three new adaptive linearization schemes [9] and application of one of the schemes to a
loudspeaker [lo] are presented in this chapter. The three schemes are linearization by
cancellation at the output, linearization with a post-processor (post-distortion), and
linearization with a pre-processor (pre-distortion). Adaptive FIR filters are employed to
furnish necessary estimates. The post-distortion scheme and the pre-distortion scheme
are suitable for weakly nonlinear systems. The weaker the nonlinearities are, the more
reduction in nonlinearity these two schemes can achieve. The scheme of linearization
by cancellation at the output can be applied to problems with stronger nonlinearities
and is able to give perfect nonlinear cancellation if the adaptive nonlinear tilter produces a perfect estimate of the nonlinear part of the physical system. Each scheme may
have applications where it is the preferred method.
As an application, linearization of a loudspeaker is investigated. A loudspeaker
has nonlinearities which sometimes severely degrade the fidelity of the sound reproduced. The major nonlinearities in a loudspeaker include nonlinear suspension and
non-uniform flux density [ 3-6,11,12]. The effect of suspension nonlinearity is proportional to the amplitude of the cone movement and thus can be reduced by some conventional techniques, such as a well designed vented baffle or a suitable horn. but at the
cost of increasing size or limiting power. The distortion caused by the non-uniform flux
density can be reduced by a careful design using conventional design techniques. All
these considerations add extra constraints in design. The adaptive pre-distortion
4.2
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approach proposed in this chapter may be used alternative to or in addition to the conventional design approaches and may result in a substantial reduction in nonlinear distortions or a gain in design flexibility or acceptable power levels.

4.2. Linearization by Cancellation at the Output
As discussed in Section 2.6, the Volterra series represents a nonlinear system by
two subsystems: one purely linear and another purely nonlinear. This is described notationally by ’

_y,w =y&) +YNpW
= v&~l~~~ + uq4lW~

(4.1)

where YQ, is the output of the linear subsystem with linear operator L,,, ~~~ is the output
of the purely nonlinear subsystem with nonlinear operator NP, and [&(~)](k) indicates
an operation Lp on the sequence u evaluated at time k.
It is obvious that we can linearize a nonlinear system by subtracting an estimate of
the output of the purely nonlinear subsystem from the output of the physical system.
This estimate N(U) can be obtained from an adaptive nonlinear filter. The adaptive
linearization scheme is shown in Fig.4.1. This scheme is simple and effective.
However, for some applications, such as a loudspeaker system, it is hard to perform signal subtraction at the output side of a system. In some cases, it is desirable or
necessary to pre-distort a signal at the input side of a system, while in other cases,
post-distorting of signals may be required.
’ In this thesis, whenever it is necessary to distinguish the variables of a physical system from those of an adaptive filter. the subscript p is used for the variables of the physical system.
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Nonlinear physical
system ( L;,, Np )
I

I

+

U
w

_Y =

N(u) + L (ll)

Fig.4.1 Adaptive linearization by canceling the effect of the nonlinearity at the output.

4.3. Linearization Using a Post-Processor
For some applications, it is preferred to post-distort signals. A post-processor can
be applied to linearize such a system, as shown in Fig.4.2. One method is proposed here
for a weakly nonlinear system.
In the following discussion, inverse modeling of the linear behavior of a nonlinear
system will be used. Let L-’ indicate the Iinear operator obtained by an adaptive linear
filter which performs inverse modeling of a physical system described by Equation
(4.1). Then, we can have L-l, satisfying
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u
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Nonlinear
post-processor

ylinearized
D

Fi.g.4.2 A nonlinear post-processor is placed at the output side of the nonlinear
physical system to post-distort the signal.

L-qp = z-6

(4.2)
where z -’ indicates a delay of E samples and E usually must be nonzero to allow a
causal L -l. If the nonlinearity of a physical system is weak, a post-processor with outPut
J(k) =_YJk-6) - [N(L-l(Yp))l(k)

(4.3)

can reduce (though not eliminate) the nonlinear distortion, thus, linearizing the system.
The notation N indicates an estimate of the nonlinear operator Np of the physical system. We can verify this idea by some simple algebraic manipulations. The delayed
output of the physical system can be written as

y{,(M) = [L#)](k-6) + [N/&)](k-6)
Then the output of the nonlinear post-processor is

_YW = W&N~-~~ + ~~J~W--~~ -

P’WiWpW +~~,WMU

= [Lp(u)](k-6) + [Np(u)](k-6) - [N(z-‘(u) + L-‘(N/,(u)))](k)

(4.4)

where Equation (4.2) is used. the operator : -‘(u) = u (k-s). Assuming that the nonlinearity is weak, namely
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we have

lew I %I

~~-lmg~M~~ I

(4.5)
where Equation (4.2) is again employed. Then, assuming the nonlinear operator N is
continuous, namely,
N(u+&) -+ N(U) for E + 0
we have
y(k) i [L,,(u)](k-a+ [Np (u)](k--8) - [N(u)](k-6)

: [L,,(u)](k -6)

(4.6)

if the adaptive filter obtains a good estimate of NP. The remaining nonlinearity in the
output is of higher order and the output of the processor is the linearized output

The ratio of the linear signal to the residual nonlinear distortion can be estimated.
Because of the assumption of weak nonlinearity in Equation (4.5), the post-processor’s
nonlinear part [N(:-‘(u) + Lpl(Afj,(u)))](k) can be approximated by
[N(?(li j + LA1 (Nj,(~i)))](k) = [N(u)]@-6) + [N’(u)](k-@[L-l (Ni,(u))](k) (4.7)
where the nonlinear operator N’ is the derivative of the nonlinear operator N and is
defined by the following relation [ 131
lim I INbI - Nb.01 - N’hoXx -.t-o) I I = o
.I- -3.r (J

1 lx -I()/ 1

and _x and x. are a variable and a point, respectively, in a Banach space. Considering
Equation (4.7) and Equation (4.4), we can see the ratio of the linear signal to the residual nonlinear distortion is
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y1

I lb$,wl~~ -@I I2
I I w’~~~M~-~~~~-l uy!mM~~ I I2

(4.8

To gain some insight, let us suppose the original nonlinear signal is weaker by CZ,
where u is greater than one. Then, after linearization the ratio becomes

y&Z

I l~~pwlww I2
I I [~‘(~)l(~-~)[~-l(~~(~))(~) I I2

cw

This shows that if the original distortion is smaller by a, the ratio is increased by c~*
after linearization.
A simple example can help further illustrate the ideas. Suppose that the nonlinear
physical system is described by a Taylor series, the memoryless case of a Volterra
series,
J,> = 2~(k) + 0.06~ ‘(k)

(4.10)

The post-processor can be designed using Equation (4.3),

_v/intw&&~ = .?pl -

WC1 c.?gHW

where the delay E is zero due to memorylessness. Then,
yli,warized(k) = 2~/ (k) + 0.06ll’ (k) - 0.06(2-’ (2fl(k) + 0.06ld’ (k)))’
= 2~ (k) - 0.0036~~(&0.000054~‘$)

L 2ff(kj

(4.11)

Assuming the norm of the input signal is unity, the original ratio of linear signal to distortion is
2

“= 0.06
After linearization, this ratio becomes
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2
‘= 0.0036
The signal-to-distortion ratio in dB is almost doubled by the linearization technique. As
another check, we can also use Equation (4.8) to estimate this ratio after linearization.
C o n s i d e r i n g [NP@)](k) = 0.06~‘&), [ N ’ ( U ) ] ( ~ ) A [N;,(U)](~) = 0.12~ (k),
[L-l @)I(,&) k [Lil (u)]&) = 2-‘~(k), [&(u)](k) = 2~(k), we have
I I~~Wl I2
‘= 1

]0.12~@)2-‘(0.06&))] lZ

7
= 0.0036
which is consistent with t!lat obtained above.
To implement the linearization scheme, the operators ,5-’ and N are needed.
Adaptive linear and nonlinear FIR filters can be used to provide these estimates. The
adaptive implementation using adaptive FIR filters is shown in Fig.4.3. The adaptive
nonlinear FIR filter models the “forward” behavior of the physical system and gives the
operators L and N, which are estimates of L/, and NJ,. The adaptive linear FIR filter
models the “inverse” behavior of the linear part of the physical system and gives the
operator L-l, an estimate of L;’ with a difference of a delay operator. The input of the
adaptive linear filter can be either the output of the physical system or the output of the
linear subsystem of the adaptive nonlinear filter (see dashed lines in Fig.4.3).
The linear FIR filter of the processor is copied from the adaptive linear FIR filter,
and the purely nonlinear FIR filter of the processor is a copy of the nonlinear operator N
of the adaptive nonlinear filter. It is best to wait to perform the copying until the adaptive filters get reasonably good estimates. If the input of the adaptive linear filter is the
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Nonlinear physitxl&,_
system t &, Np 1

Linear FI

Fig.4.3 Adapti:e implementation using FIR filters for the linearization scheme in Fig.4.2.
Either one of the two dashed lines could be used. The linear FIR filter L-l is copied
from the adaptive linear FIR filter L-l, and the nonlinear filter N is a copy of the
nonlinear part of the adaptive nonlinear FIR filter.
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_ Nonlinear physical 2 I _

system ( Lp, Np )

/

Fig.4.4 An efficient implementation of linearization scheme in Fig.4.3 when using the
physical system output as the input of the adaptive linear inverse modeling
filter L-' .

output of the physical system, then Fig.4.3 can be easily modified to Fig.4.4 so that the
adaptive linear fiber can serve as the linear filter of the processor and computation can
be reduced.

4.4. Linearization Using a Pre-Processor
For other linearization applications, a nonlinear processor is needed to P/Z -distort
signals. as shown in Fig.4.5. A nonlinear processor with the following nonlinear mapping
J;(k) = U(M) - L-$v(u))

(4.12)

can perform the task. This can be verified easily. The output of the physical system is
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Fig.4.5 A nonlinear pre-processor is placed at the input side of the nonlinear
physical system to pre-distort the signal.

= [Lp(.Y6(u J - P W(u)))](k) + [Ayf$) - L-yN(u)),)](k)
: [L.&)](k -61

(4.13)

where Equations (4.2) and (4.5) are used. Hence, the output of the physical system is
the linearized output. namely, J/, = J/;neurized.
It can also be shown that the ratio of the linear signal to the residual distortion for
the pre-distortion technique is about the same as that of the post-distortion technique:

y=II

w;I(41(~-~)~~-1 W(ll))l(k) I I?

(4.14)

This scheme can also be implemented using adaptive filters, as shown in Fig.4.6.
The input of the adaptive linear filter is either the output of the physical system or the
output of the linear subsystem of the adaptive nonlinear filter. The linear FIR filter is
copied from the adaptive linear FIR filter and the purely nonlinear FIR filter is copied
from the nonlinear part of the adaptive nonlinear FIR filter. As in the case of linearization
using a post-processor, it is better to copy after the adaptive filters have run for some
time and have good estimates.
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ture for this application is depicted in Fig.4.7. This section discusses a loudspeaker

model and nonlinear distortions in a loudspeaker. The basic direct radiator loudspeaker
is chosen for study due to its simplicity and popularity.
4.5.1 A Loudspeaker Model
A loudspeaker is composed of an electrical part and a mechanical part as shown in
Fig.4.8. The electrical part is simply the voice coil. The mechanical part consists of the
cone, the suspension, and the air load. The two parts interact through the magnetic field.
The mechanical part can also be described by an equivalent electrical circuit, which will
be called the mechanical circuit.

Power
LoudCompact _ Nonlinear
Pre-processor -t+ WA - Amplifier + speaker
Jisk Play :r
J

c

Microphone
b

Adaptive Filters
1 Get Estimates for
the Pre-processor

Fig. 4.7 Adaptive linearization of a loudspeaker using an adaptive nonlinear preprocessor.
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The electrical circuit and the mechanical circuit of a loudspeaker are shown in
Fig.4.9 [4,6]. In terms of analogies, the dimensions in the electrical circuit corresponding
to length, mass, force and time in the mechanical system are charge, self-inductance,
generator voltage, and time. Thus. we can write the differential equation for the mechanical circuit:
(4.15)
Referring to the electrical circuit shown in Fig.4.9, the following equation can be
written:
(4.16)
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SuspensiG_

7

Fig.4.8 A conceptual structure of a basic loudspeaker.

fM=Bli

e

dxld

-

I

I

Electrical circuit
Mechanical circuit
Fig.4.9 Equivalent electrical and mechanical circuits of a loudspeaker. In the electrical circuit, e
indicates the intemai voltage of the generator, r represents the total electrical resistance of the
generator and the voice coil, L is the inductance of the voice coil, i is the amplitude of the
current in the voice coil, E is the voltage produced in the electrical circuit by the mechanical
circuit and E = Bidx/dt, where B is the magnetic flux density in the air gap, 1 is the length of
the voice coil conductor, and I is the cone displacement. In the mechanical circuit, m
represents the total mass of the coil, the cone and the air load, 1.~ indicates the total mechanical
resistance due to dissipation in the air load and the suspnsion system, CM is the compliance of
the suspension, and fM is the force generated in the voice coil and is equal to Bii.
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4.5.2 Distortions in a Loudspeaker
Generally, the force in the voice coil is a nonlinear function of displacement so that
the compliance of the suspension system is a function of the displacement. The suspension nonlinearity affects distortion mainly at low frequencies. At frequencies of about
300 Hz or above, the total harmonic distortion of a loudspeaker is usually fairly low (of
the order of 1%) and not appreciably affected by the suspension nonlinearity. As the frequency decreases, however. the distortion rises rapidly in loudspeakers having a suspension nonlinearity. For instance, a 10 inch dynamic loudspeaker with a nonlinear suspension has been measured to produce 10% total harmonic distortion with an input of 2
watts at 60 Hz [5]. The force deflection characteristic of the loudspeaker cone suspension
system can be usually approximated by a polynomial
j+IC~+~,IZ+~s

(4.17)

Then, the compliance of the suspension system can be obtained
1
CC+ @ +vZ
_t.
Substituting the above equation into Equation (4.15), we have

&+5=

8.v +r,+,_,~+a~+~x2+yv3 =Bli

t?I -

(Iit2

(4.18)

(4.19)

Another source of harmonic distortion is non-uniform flux density up to the maximum amplitude of operation. The distortion caused by non-uniform flux density is
small, usually less than 1%. as long as the amplitude of movement is small. However, the
distortion is severe if the output signals are large. The flux density B is a function of the
displacement .t- and may be approximated by a polynomial [ 121
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B(x) =Bo +Bp

+Bp2

(4.20)
This model can be confirmed using the measurement curve in [ 111. The nonlinearity
affects both the electrical circuit and the mechanical circuit, as suggested by Equations
(4.15) and (4.16).
Then we substitute Equation (4.20) into (4.16) and (4.19) and discretize the two
equations using the Euler approximation,

where T is the sampling period and I@) is used to indicate _r (kr) for convenience. Letting AI 1 = i, _xz = x, and _V 3 = k z/d. we have the following difference equation in statespace form

+

!

p1&k)x3(k) +p&(k)x3(k)

0
~3~.~-~(~,)+~~3~.~~(~)+~33~~(~)~~(~)+~3~~~~(~)~~~(~)

!

J(k) = ( 0 1 0 yx(k)

where the terms indicated by zero or unity are always zero or unity,

(4.2 1)
u = e,

~34 = TBzllrn.
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4.6. Numerical Examples
Numerical experiments on several different systems have been performed LO lest the
adaptive linearization schemes and the results are presented in this section.

4.6.1 Physical Systems Described by Vokerra Series
In the following tests, a physical system was modeled by a VoltelTa series with a
linear term, a quadratic term and a cubic telm. The adaptive nonlinear filter had the same
orders as the physical system, and initially, all the coefficients of the adaptive filters were
set to zero. For the scheme of linearization by cancellation at the output, the output of
the nonlinear part of the physical system was the original distortion. The residual distortion after linearization was the difference between the output of the linear part of the physical system and the linearized output. To measure the residual distortion for the other
two schemes, we have used a reference system which was a copy of the linear part of the
physical system. Its input was ~(k-@, a delayed version of the original input signal since
the linearized signal was delayed by this amount in these two schemes. The residual distortion was measured as the difference between the output of the reference system and
the linearized signal.

Test I
The physical system had orders /z!, I = 10,/zpz = 3, and ~~3 = 2. The linear part was
-Q(k) = 0.2U (k) + 0.514 (k -1) + 0.3U (k -2) + 1.2U (k -3) + 0.7U (k -4) + 0.05U (k -5)
+0.01~ (k-6) + 0.01~ (k-7) + 0.01~ (k-8) - 0.008~ (k-9) - 0.005~ (k-10)
The quadratic telm was
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_v~[&j&(k) = O.OIUZ(k) - O.OOlU(k)U (k-l) - O.OOlU (k)0 (k2) + 0.008U (k)U(k-3)
+0.011~~~(~-1)+0.003~~(~-1)~~(~-2)+0.0012~(~-1)~~(~-3)
+ 0.009U Z (k -2) + 0.002U (k -2)U (k -3) + O.OO&? (k -3)
and the cubic term was
y,-ubic = 0.005~ (k) + O.OO3[, ’ (k)~ (k -1) - 0.005ll’ (k)~ (k-2) + O.OO9ld (k)~’ (k-l)
- 0.006~ (/+A (k - 1)~ (k -2) - 0.007~ (k)~ ’ (k -2) + 0.008~ ’ (k - 1)
- o.oolU~(k-l)U(~-2) + 0.002U (k-l)$(k-2) + O.OOlU3{k-2)
The coefficients were chosen so that the nonlinear component of the output was a few
percent of the linear component. The mean square (MS) value of original nonlinear distortion of the physical system was -24.1&. The MS value of the linear signal, namely,
the non-distorted signal, was 2.9&. The order of the adaptive linear filter was chosen as
H = 50. The step sizes were 0.005 for h 1 of the adaptive nonlinear filter, and 0.001 for
h 2, h 3 of the adaptive nonlinear filter and h of the adaptive linear filter.
The reduction in distortion versus the number of iterations is shown in Fig.4.10 for
the scheme of linearization by cancellation at the output. This curve shows that at 6k
iterations the distortion was reduced to -107&, and after 2Ok iterations the distortion
was reduced to -290&? (the computational noise floor), which is essentially perfect. In
this case, subtraction of the nonlinear output was performed starting at time zero. The
output distortion was actually worse than the original distortion for the first lk iterations
due to transients. In some applications. it is necessary to avoid this, and so this subtraction should be performed after the adaptive filter gets better estimates. The performance
of the adaptive nonlinear filter can also be deduced from this figure since the curve of the
MS error for the forward identification of the physical system had a difference of just a
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few & with the curve shown in Fig.4.10.
The results for Test 1 are tabulated in Table 4.1. In this test the scheme with a nonlinear post-processor and the scheme with a pre-processor reduced the distortions to
-53.1& and -46.6&?, respectively, from -24.1&. These two techniques exhibited small
distortion residuals and they doubled the linear signal to distortion ratio in dB.

-100 MS of
distortion
-200 -

-300
-0

1
10000

1
20000

1
30000

40000

No. of Iterations
Fig4.10 Reduction in distortion for linearization by cancellation at the output in Test 1.
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Test 2
All the conditions in both Test 1 and Test 2 were the same, except for the nonlinear
parts. The nonlinear coefficients of the physical system in Test 2 were chosen so that
there was a lower distortion in the original physical system than that of Test 1. The
results are summarized in Table 4.1. At 4Ok iterations, the distortion was reduced to the
computational noise floor for the scheme of linearization by cancellation at the output, to
-67& for the scheme with a post-processor, and to -59dB for the scheme with a preprocessor from the original distortion of -3OdB. The distortion reductions in Test 2 for
the schemes with a pre-processor and a post-processor were larger than those in Test 1
since the original distortion in Test 2 was smaller, satisfying the assumption of weak
nonlinearity better.
In all tests, no significant differences in the results were observed whether the output of the physical system or the output of the linear part of the adaptive nonlinear filter
was used as the input signal to the adaptive linear inverse filter.

Table 4.1 Results for Tests 1 and 2
Test
1
2

Initial distortion
-24.1 dB
-30 dB

cancel at output
CNF
CNF

Post-distort
-53.1 dB
-67 dB

Pre-distort
-46.6 dB
-59 dB

CNF: computational noise lloor.
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4.6.2 Loudspeaker Linearization

This section presents simulation results for the pre-distortion scheme on the
loudspeaker model in Equation (4.21). The loudspeaker in the simulation had the following parameters

where the sample period r was set to be unity and the parameter fi was chosen as zero, as
in [4], since F is very small

in

practice

A reference linear filter having the linear parts of the loudspeaker model was used.
The mean square values of the linear part and nonlinear part of the output signal were
-lO.OdB and -39.4dB, respectively. The orders of the forward-modeling adaptive nonlinear FIR filter were u 1 = 17, 11 2 = 10. ~3 = 10, the step sizes were lot = 0.01,
~2 = 0.0001, and ~3 = 0.000 1 1‘or the nonlinear filter. The order of the inverse modeling
linear filter was 6, and the step size was p = 0.07. The delay E was chosen to be 3 and
the input signal of the reference linear filter was delayed by this amount. The initial
coefficients of the adaptive filters were set to zero.
At 80,C iterations, MSE for inverse modeling by the linear filter was -34dB, which
could not be reduced further by a linear filter due to the existence of nonlinearity in the
system. MSE for forward-identification by the nonlinear filter was -67.6dB after 8Ok
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iterations. After the linearization took effect at 8Ok iterations, the nonlinear distortion
was reduced from the original value of -39.4dB to -66dB, that is, 5% of the originaI distortion. In other words, the ratio of the linear signal to the nonlinear distortion was
increased to 56dB from 29.4dB, nearly doubled.

4.7. Surnmary
Three new adaptive linearization schemes have been developed. The schemes are
attractive in that the resultant systems are not complicated, making them easy to implement in both hardware and software. The post-distortion scheme and the pre-distortion
scheme are designed for weakly nonlinear systems and the weaker the nonlinearities are,
the greater reduction in nonlinearity they can achieve. The scheme of linearization by
cancellation at the output can be applied to problems with stronger nonlinearities and can
achieve perfect nonlinear cancellation if the adaptive nonlinear filter produces a perfect
estimate of the nonlinear part of the physical system. These methods may find applications in acoustical systems. communications systems, etc. The pre-distortion scheme was
proposed to linearize a loudspeaker. Simulations on a mathematical loudspeaker model
have shown its promise.
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Chapter Five
Adaptive Nonlinear Recursive
State-Space Filters
5.1 Introduction
Adaptive nonlinear filters previously reported are often, directly or indirectly,
based on Volterra theory and have finite impulse responses, as discussed in Chapter
Two. They can be considered as extensions of adaptive linear FIR transversal filters to
nonlinear problems. Adaptive nonlinear FIR filters share advantages and disadvantages
with adaptive linear FIR filters. The problem of computation cost in the case of adaptive nonlinear FIR filters is much more serious than that in the case of adaptive linear
FIR filters since their cost increases superlinearly, rather than linearly, with system
memory length.
Adaptive linear IIR filters have aroused some interest, e.g. [1-51, due to their
potential advantage in computation over linear FIR filters. Very few results have been
reported on adaptive nonlinear IIR filters in the context of signal processing. An adaptive nonlinear IIR filter was presented in [6] using the VoltelTa series with a bilinear
structure. Adaptive nonlinear recursive state-space (ANRSS) filters were first introduced in [7] and are presented in this chapter. They are more general in form than the
adaptive Volterra filter with a bilinear structure in [6] and are expected to alleviate the
problem of high computational cost of adaptive nonlinear FIR filters in long-memory
applications. Since the physics of the nonlinear system concerned is often known in
5.1
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practice and our understanding of the system can be improved by some identitication
methods which give such important information as an estimate of the order and
significance of a term, the structure of the nonlinear system can be assumed to be
known. Then, the adaptive filter only has to adapt parameters which are not exactly
known or which drift with time.
In this chapter, after introducing ANRSS filters, efficient gradient computation
algorithms are developed to improve their efficiency. The stability, the convergence
performance, and the potential applications of the ANRSS filters are investigated.
Finally, simulation results are presented.

5.2. FIR Volterra Filters Are
Computationally Expensive
The computational disadvantage of adaptive nonlinear FIR filters reported in the
literature can be easily shown by numerical experiments on a simple example. Consider
a nonlinear first-order physical system, with quadratic nonlinearity, which is described
bY
.V,]

(k + 1) = U~,.$, (k) + b,, u (k) + pp 1 x;(k) + pi, 2 l/ (k)x,, (k)
y&k) = cpxp(k)

(W

where _xP and yP are the state variable and the output variable. respectively. An adaptive nonlinear FIR filter was used to match the input-output relationship of this system.
The input signal was a white Gaussian signal with unit variance.
The physical system used in the simulations was
+(k+l) =-O.%@) + O.~U&) + O.Ol.#) + 0.03~(0$(4
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YpWl

=-gb

w9

The ratio of the nonlinear component to the linear component of the system cutput is
-2l&. The parameters were chosen so that the impulse response is not very long and
the nonlinearity is not very strong hence the problem is not very tough for an adaptive
Volterra filter.
Four tests of adaptive FIR filters were performed on this example and the results
are presented in Table 5.1. In all tests, step sizes were lot = 10m3 for the linear term,
l.~? = 10m4 for the quadratic term (if the adaptive filter had one), and l4 = 10e5 for the
cubic term (if any). In the tit-st test. the nonlinear coefficients, pP 1 andpPz, of the reference system were set to zero. An adaptive linear filter of order 70 showed an MSE of
-6OB after 5k iterations. Order u 1 = 70 was then used for the linear term of the Volterra filter for the rest tests.
In all the following tests, the physical system was the one described in Equation
(5.2). In the second test, the adaptive filter was still linear, with the same order as in the
first test. The adaptive linear filter could achieve a residual MSE of only -16&, the
noise floor due to the nonlinearity of the physical system. In the third test, a quadratic
term with u 2 = 50 was added to the adaptive filter, resulting in a reduction of 2 1.7dB in
MSE over Test 2. This means that about ninety percent of the nonlinearity of the physical system has been modeled by the quadratic term. In the fourth test, a cubic term with
H3

=

10 was also added to the adaptive filter, resulting in a further reduction in MSE by

OSdB. This reduction was very small compared to that obtained by adding the quadratic term since the quadratic term is the dominant nonlinear tetm for this physical system.
5.3
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In Test 4, the adaptive filter performed 7.84k multiplications per sample, which is
computationally demanding. If a lower residual is desired and the physical system has a
longer impulse response and a stronger nonlinearity, the adaptive nonlinear filter should
consist of longer and higher power terms. It is challenging to implement such an adaptive filter on a single IC chip. For example, a Motorola 56001 chip can perform 10.25
million multiplications per second. It is able to perform 232 multiplications per sample
at the 44.1 kHz audio rate, or 128 1 multiplications per sample at the 8 kHz speech rate.
Therefore, such a single chip cannot handle the computation load required by the adaptive nonlinear FIR filter in this example (tests 3 and 4) even at the speech rate.
It is well known that adaptive linear IIR filters have a potential computational
advantage over adaptive linear FIR filters, which has sparked active research on adaptive linear IIR filters. Similarly, we can expect that an adaptive nonlinear IIR filter is

Table 5.1 Numerical Results for the First-Order
Example Using FIR Filters
Test
1
2
3
4

MSE(dB)
-60
-16
-37.7
-38.2

Multiplication/iter
0.14k
0.14k
5.65k
7.84k

Iterations
5k
20k
8Ok
8Ok

Test 1: Both the physical system and adaptive filter were linear.
Test 2: The physical system was nonlinear and the adaptive filter was linear.
Test 3: The physical system was nonlinex and the adaptive lilter was nonlinear with linear and quadratic
terms.
Test 4: The physical system was nonlinex and the adaptive filter was nonlinear with linear. quadratic, and
cubic terms.
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potentially more economical than an adaptive nonlinear FIR rilter. A recursive statespace structure is a quite general nonlinear IIR structure. An AlNRSS filte: should be
easily implemented on a single chip for some applications. To make comparison
between an adaptive nonlinear FIR filter and an ANRSS filter, some numerical tests,
corresponding to those in Table 5.1, have been performed and the results will be
presented in Section 5.7. These results indicate that for the first-order example, an
ANRSS filter is able to match the reference physical system perfectly, with 0.4% of the
computation required by the adaptive nonlinear FIR filter per iteration and with 6% of
its convergence time.
Another motivation of introducing the nonlinear recursive state-space structure is
its suitability for analog implementation. Although the ANRSS filters are presented in
the digital domain in this chapter. they are also applicable in the continuous-time
domain. A programmable litmu recursive state-space filter has been implemented in
analog technology [5]. Analog implementation of the ANRSS filters proposed in this
chapter can be very similar to that of an adaptive linear recursive state-space filter.
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5.3. Filter Formulation and
Gradient Computation
The physics of many practical systems is known and can often be described by a
state-space equation. The system parameters are unknown or slowly time-varying and
this makes an adaptive filter necessary in certain applications. Suppose a physical system is described by a nonlinear recursive state-space equation of order fzP:
x#+lj = ApJKl+ Bpz4k) + gp(pp,zW,~p@N

(5.3.a)

_V/,(Q = c$x#) + C$JL(@

(5.3.b)

where Ap is the system feedback matrix, BP is the system input coefficient vector, xP is
the state vector, gP is a nonlinear function, and pP is a vector of coefficients for the nonlinearity. The order of the system is assumed to be known. The exact values of Ap, BP,
CP, and pP are not known. The right hand side of Equation (5.3a) can be considered as
a truncated Taylor Series expansion of a general function fp(xp ,u) at x,, = 0 and u = 0.
The nonlinear function gP is thus a truncated multi-dimensional Taylor series without
linear terms and its coefficients are the elements of pi,. Following is a second-order
example with the Taylor series truncated to quadratic terms:

xp = 0 and u = 0 is the equilibrium point since all the terms, Apxp, B!,u, and gp, on the
right-hand side of Equation (5.3a) are equal to zero at this point.
An ANRSS filter employs the structure of the physical system in Equation (5.3)
and adapts its coefficients A, B, C, d, and p to minimize the mean square (MS) of the
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difference between its output and a desired signal. The well-known LMS algor:thm will
be used to update the coefficients. The filter coefficient vector is updated acccn:i:lg to
(5.4)
where the vector w includes all the coefficients to be adapted. In this algorithm, the
gradient of each parameter to be updated should be available.
The gradients of the adaptive filter output with respect to an element of C and the
feedthrough coefficient d can be easily written as

where xi is the ith element of the state vector x.
If the gradients of the state vector x with respect to the elements of A, B, and p are
defined as

where aij is the element on the ith row and the jth column of the A matrix, bi and pi are
the ith elements of B and p, respectively, it can be shown that the gradients of the adaptive filter output with respect to these filter coefficients can be written as

where Fi;(k)y Qi(k) and H; are computed recursively from the following equations:
Fii(k+l) = AFi;(k) + eix;(k) + (

&(P,u(k)J(k)) )F,,(k)
‘J
ax(k)

Qi(k+l) = AQ;(k) + eiu(k) + ( ag(p’~J~)x(k)) )Qi(k)

(5.7)
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+ ‘g(I%” (‘),‘(‘))
Hi(k+l) = AHi + ( dg(pVll &),‘(‘)) )H,(@
1

ax(k)

%i

(5.8)

where ei is a vector with unity in the ith element and zero in others. Comparing Equations (5.5), (5.6), (5.7), and (5.8) with Equation (5.3), it is seen that the gradients are
computed with systems very similar in structure to the adaptive filter itself.

5.4. Reductions in Gradient Computation
From the above discussion. we know that one gradient filter with complexity similar to that of the adaptive filter itself is needed to adapt each element of A, B, or p. This
demands a substantial amount of computation. Two methods of reducing the computation will be discussed in this section.
5.4.1 Keeping the Input Coefficient Vector Fixed
The computation can be reduced if adapting B can be avoided. There is a way to
do so if it is known which terms of BP are zero and which are not, and the differences
between BP and B just result in scaled states and coefficients. This idea is best
explained with an example. Suppose the physical system concerned is a second-order
system described by

input coefficient vector B/, are nonzero. For given BP and B, there exist two nonzero
scalars CZ~ and a~, which relate B[, and B:
5.8
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/?I =a&1, bz =a&2

(5.12)

Next, multiplying both sides of Equation (5.9) by ~1 and both sides of Equation (5.10)
by ~2 and performing some simple algebraic manipulations, we arrive at

where

The new system described by Equations (5.13), (5.14), and (5.15) is obtained by scaling
the original system. This scaling maintains the structure of the original system. From
Equations (5.16) and (5.17), we know that the a’s must be nonzero. Hence, if some elements of BP are zero (or nonzero), the corresponding elements of B must also be zero
(or nonzero), as suggested by Equation (5.12).
Therefore, to use an adaptive nonlinear tilter to match a physical system described
by Equations (5.9), (5.10), and (5.1 l), we can set the input coefficient vector of the
adaptive filter to be a constant vector with the same zero-nonzero pattern as that of the
physical system, and the adaptive filter can just adapt the feedback matrix A, the output
coefficient vector C, the feedthrough coefficient d and the nonlinear coefficients p to
match the physical system, resulting in a scaled system model. The rz gradient filters for
the input coefficient vector B are then not needed. It can be shown that this is generally
true for the case where the nonlinear function vector gP (pP,u (k),xP(k)) is an n-
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dimensional Taylor series without linear terms. A direct-form equation is an example
where the zero-nonzero pattern of the input coefficient vector is known.
In practice, B would be set to estimates from the physics of the nonlinear system.
This can not only provide a good starting point, but also avoid some numerical
difficulties arising from scaling. Further, adapting B and C simultaneously would result
in difficulties in convergence due to redundant degrees of freedom.
5.4.2 The Approximate Stochastic-Gradient Method
The technique of gradient approximation has been widely and successfully applied
in many practical optimization problems. This technique can be applied to the ANRSS
filters to reduce the computation. If the system is weakly nonlinear (the magnitude of
the signal from the nonlinear part gP of the physical system is much smaller than that
from the linear part Allxj,(k) + B/,u (k) ), we can compute the approximate gradients for
filter coefficients by neglecting the nonlinear part, thus considering the gradient filters
as linear.
When neglecting the nonlinearity, the gradients for A and B of an ANRSS filter
can be computed like those of an adaptive linear recursive state-space filter [4,5]
F;(k+l) = A’F#) + C$(L.)

(5.18)

Q(k+l) = A’Q(k) + CU(~)

(5.19)

and

where qi(k) = &J (k)/Jbi and the ifh element of Fj(k) = &(k)/&;;. One gradient filter is
able to generate gradients for all the elements of one column of matrix A, and one gradient filter for all the elements of B, resulting in a significant reduction in the computa-
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tion. Evaluation of the gradient for B is also discussed here since it may sometimes be
necessary to adapt B. The approximate gradient for p can be computed from
(5.20)
and

(5.21)
where

Although the nonlinearity is ignored when computing the approximate gradients, it
is still used for computing the adaptive fiIter output. If exact gradients for all
coefficients adapted are used. the method will be referred to as the stochastic-gradient
method. On the other hand, if approximate gradients for all coefficients other than C are
used, it will be referred to as the approximate stochastic-gradient method. As for C, the
exact gradient is easily available and therefore always used. The approximate
stochastic-gradient method is only suitable for the case of weak nonlinearity, say, the
ratio of nonlinearity versus linearity being 10%. If the nonlinearity is strong, the performance of the approximate-gradient method will be degraded and the stochasticgradient method should be used instead.

5.5. Stability Considerations and
Convergence Analysis
As is well known. stability and convergence analysis are challenging problems for
adaptive linear IIR filters. The issues are even more challenging for adaptive nonlinear
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IIR filters. In this section. these two issues are addressed for an ANRSS filter.
If both the starting point and the optimal point of an adaptive nonlinear IIR filter
are in the stable region. it is reasonable to anticipate the whole adaptation path lies
inside the stable region if sufficiently small step sizes are used. If the adaptive filter
were to enter unstable region, its output would become large and so would the MSE. A
gradient-based adaptation algorithm would automatically force the system to return to
the stable region. Hence, the step sizes can be chosen to be small enough to maintain
the stability. The chances of instability can be reduced if the starting point is chosen to
be close to the optimal point. For some applications, the optimal point can be
estimated. An adaptive nonlinear IIR filter can start at this estimated point and performs fine tuning. Furthermore, if the system concerned has weak nonlinearity and the
magnitudes of input signals are known to be bounded, the adaptive filter stability is
mainly determined by the linear part of the adaptive filter. Monitoring the adaptive filter
stability may be performed only on the linear part of the adaptive filter. To ensure that
the nonlinear part does not cause instability, smaller step sizes can be used for its nonlinear coefficients.
According to Lyapunov’s first stability theorem [ 161, the stability near the point of
equilibrium of an autonomous nonlinear system is determined by the poles of the timeinvariant linearized system:
x,, @+l) = A\,/\> (/c)

This theorem uses a linear system to approximate a nonlinear system and it is obvious
that it applies only to small deviations about the point of equilibrium. Similarly, we
would like to use a linear system with inputs to approximate a nonlinear system with
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inputs at the point of equilibrium and expect that the stability of the linear system gives
some information about the stability of the nonlinear system especially when the inputs
are small. Since the right-hand side of Equation (5.3a) can be considered as a truncated
n-dimensional Taylor Series, the equation of the adaptive filter using this model can be
rewritten as
x(,C+l) = A’(x(Q,u(Ic))x(@ + BU (k) + g’(~(@)

(522a)

j(k) = Cx(k) + &4 (k)

(5.22b)

where the matrix A’ is the time-variant feedback matrix depending on both the input
signal u and the state variable x, and the function g’ is a purely nonlinear function of the
input signal u and not a function of the state variable x. The term Bu(/c) + g’&(k)) can
be considered as the input of the linearized filter and thus has no effect on the filter stability. The feedback matrix A’ determines the poles of the linearized filter. This equation takes account of a characteristic of an ANRSS filter: its dependence upon the value
of the state variables and the value of the input signal for stability. Hence, it is reasonable to expect that the stability of the system in Equation (5.22) is closely related to that
of the system in Equation (5.3). For each iteration, we can compute the matrix A’ and
monitor the poles of the linearized filter described in Equation (5.22). A similar stability
monitoring technique was presented in [17]. The monitoring process is generally
expensive but is trivial for some special cases, such as first- and second-order systems.
To illustrate the idea, let us use a second-order system as an example:

where
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=
Hi
gP1

Pp I-xp 1 bmp 2 W+Pp cp 1 (k)ll (k)+pp +p 2 (k)lL (k)+pp 414 2 (k)+/Jp $v; 1 (k)+jlp g; 2 (k)

gP2

~p7-~pl(~~~p~(~)+~p8-~pl(~)~~(~)+~p~~~p~(~)z~(~)+~pl~~~~(~)+~pll~~~l (k)+~pl&(k

Rewriting the above equation into the form of Equation (5.22), we have

and

The pole determined by the time-variant matrix A’ is used to monitor the stability. The
stability analysis discussed above is an approximate technique. It has its limitations, for
example, it would fail when the input signal u has a large magnitude.
During adaptation, knowledge of the filter stability at the current point in the
coefficient space is important. One way is to compute a stability region at the point of
equilibrium and decide if the current point is in the region. Many methods have been
proposed to establish stability regions of nonlinear dynamical systems [ 14,151. One
class of the methods is based on a local Lyapunov function. The stability regions are
those where the Lyapunov function satisfies the stability conditions. Generally, there
exist no simple close-form solutions. The problem has to be solved numerically and is a
quite computationally demanding process.
In the following, we analyze the convergence performance of an ANRSS filter. In
fact, the results obtained are also applicable to adaptive linear IIR filters. In terms of
the coefficients and the input signal, the physical system output and the adaptive filter
output can be written as
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YpW =m~Au~

(5.23)

y(k) =“/W%k))

(5.24)

where the function f is assumed identical for both the physical system and the adaptive
filter, w is the vector with all the updated coefficients, and wP contains the physical system coefficients corresponding to those of w. Expanding the physical system output yP
around &, we can approximate the output error e(k) = yP(k) - I by

(5.25)
where e,,,(k) = wp -

w’

Considering the LMS updating formula Equation (5.4) we can write
(k)
e,,,(k+l) = e,,,(k) - 2p(ib_@&
iw

(5.26)

Substituting Equation (5.25) into the above equation and taking expectation of both
sides of the equation gives
(5.27)
where as in the convergence analysis of an adaptive transversal filter in Chapter Two, it
is assumed that the coefficient error vector e,,,(k) is uncorrelated with the gradient vector ay(k)/dw. From Equation (5.25), we can see that the assumption means that the
mean of the error signal e is zero, which can be often satisfied in practice. The above
equation can be written as
E(e,,,.(k+l)) = (I - 2l_tR)E(e,,,.(k))

(5.28)

where the matrix R is the correlation matrix of the gradient vector d_~(k)/dw.
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We can see Equation (5.28) is similar to Equation (2.11). Hence, similar results
can be obtained. Let &,,ax and &in indicate the maximum eigenvalue and the
minimum eigenvalue of the correlation matrix R. Following the similar convergence
analysis in Chapter two. it can be shown that the step size p must satisfy the zero-mean
condition
1
oqL<--h max

(5.29)

and a sufficient condition is
1
(5.30)
3~(R)
1 /(3f/mRi) will be referred to as the zero-mean upper bound and
o<p<-----

The bounds

finite-variance upper bound. respectively. The convergence time is
1 &Ilax
r=---(5.3 1)
CI Xmin
for a step size c&,ax, where a is a constant between 0 and 1. This shows that the convergence speed of an ANRSS filter depends on the eigenvalue spread of correlation
matrix of the gradient signals. Although this matrix is not constant in the adaptation
process, this analysis based on the localized information still provides valuable insight
into the convergence performance of an ANRSS filter. These theoretical predictions
are compared with those in the actual convergence results in Section 5.7.

5.6. Potential Applications
This section discusses potential applications of ANRSS filters, which include
linearization of nonlinear systems and echo cancellation in digital communications.
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5.6.1 Linearization of a Class of Nonlinear Systems
The nonlinear function g,, of the physical system in Equation (5.3) brings in nonlinearity and causes distortion. The non1inea.r term can be canceled out by subtracting
an estimate of it from the right hand side of Equation (5.3.a). The estimate can be
obtained by an adaptive nonlinear filter.
The adaptive linearization scheme is illustrated in Fig.5.1. The adaptive filter is
built using the model in Equation (5.3). The adaptive filter estimates the nonlinear
coefficient vector p[, and the state vector xP(k), which, together with ~4 (k), determine
the estimate of gP.
The adaptive linearization process has two phases: first an identification phase,
then a linearization phase. In the identification phase, the output of the nonlinear function g of the adaptive filter is fed to itself so that the adaptive filter is able to match the
physical system. Once the adaptive filter matches the physical system, g(p,u &),x(k))
is expected to be a good estimate of gP(pP, u (k),xP(k)). In the linearization phase, the
switch of Fig.5.1 will toggle so that -g(p,u @),x(k)) is fed to the physical system and
thus linearizes the system. Note that switching out the nonlinearity makes the adaptive
filter linear and enables its states to trace the linearized system. The term I-’ in Fig.5.1
models the possible delay between the system output and measured output.
The linearization scheme can be applied to a loudspeaker system. The basic structure of adaptive linearization of a loudspeaker using an ANRSS filter is shown in
Fig.5.2. Assume that the nonlinearity of a loudspeaker is due to its suspension system.
As discussed in Chapter Four, the displacement of the cone in a loudspeaker satisfies
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Fig.5.1 The adaptive linearization scheme using the nonlinear state-space filter
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Fig.5.2 Adaptive linearization of a loudspeaker using an ANRSS filter.

~(~+2)-u~,~~~(~+l)-u~~,~(~)-~~~~~(~)-~~~_~3(~)=~~~~~(~)

(5.32)

where u is the current of the coil. Choosing xP 1 (k) =x(k), _xp z(k) = x(k+l), this difference equation can be written in the state-space form of Equation (5.3) with

(5.33)

Q=W

~/,~P/,JJW~

BP=@

J+JT

C,n=U

where gP (pP ,xP (k)) = ,vP 11; 1 (A) + ,vP &, 1 (k) and pP = ( pP 1

pP 2 f.

Of
An estimate of the

term -& (pP 7 xp @I l/b!, _7 is required to add to the input signal I to cancel out the nonlinearity of the original system.
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5.6.2 Echo Cancellation in a Nonlinear Data Transmission Channel
An echo canceler is typically configured in a digital subscriber loop as shown in
Fig.5.3. Most cancelers reported are linear, based on the assumption that the echo
channel is linear. Nonlinearity exists, however, and can severely limit the success of
echo cancellation by a linear canceler. The most notable sources of nonlinearity include
the D/A converter [8,1 l] and the line driver [ 111 at the transmission end. Nonlinear
cancelers, based on nonlinear FIR filters, have been reported in [8-1 11. Since the linear
part of the channel is often better approximated by a pole-zero model [2], an IIR filter
may be preferred in terms of computation efficiency. The echo channel may be
modeled as a nonlinear memoryless system followed by a linear dispersive system
described by an IIR transfer tunction.

5.7. Numerical Examples
Three examples are shown to illustrate the utilization and performance of the
adaptive filters proposed. The first example is the same as the one for adaptive FIR
filters in Section 5.2. This example is simple, however very suitable for illustration.
The second example is identification and linearization of a loudspeaker model. The last
example is for nonlinear echo cancellation in a data communication channel.
5.7.1 Example 1 - First-Orcler System
The input coefficient vector B[, of the first-order example in Equation (5.2) has a
known zero-nonzero pattern: the only element is always nonzero. Hence, the adaptive
filter input coefficient E was fixed at unity and other coefficients were adapted. The
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Fig.5.3 Typical configuration of a subscriber loop with an echo canceler.

physical system in Equation (5.2) was used as the reference system. The adaptive filter
updated its coefficients u, c, /J 1, and ~2. with initial values being zero. The step sizes
were pa = 0.0005, pc = 0.0 1, and pL, = 0.0005.
To show the effect of not adapting northnear coefficients. a test was run which
adapted the linear coefficients only. Curve (a) in Fig.5.4 was from this test. The MS
error could go down to only about -15&?.
The approximate stochastic-gradient method was simulated next. The convergence curve is depicted in Fig.5.4 as curve (b), which shows that the MSE was reduced
from OdB to below -1OOdB after lk iterations. Two contours have been drawn in
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Fig.5.4 Convergence curves for the first-order example:
(a) adapting linear coefficients only;
(b) approximate stochastic-gradient method with different step sizes for the parameters;
(c) approximate stochastic-gradient method with a uniform step size for all the
parameters:
(d) theoretical conveqence rate for (c).

Figs.55 and 5.6 for the linear and nonlinear coefficients to show the performance surface and the adaptation behavior of the algorithm. Small step sizes were used for the
adaptation paths so that the paths are smooth. It is obvious from the contour plots that
the paths are generally normal to the contours, which is a characteristic of the steepest
descent algorithms.
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The stochastic-gradient method (without approximating gradients) was simulated
next and very small differences between the results of the approximate stochasticgradient method and the stochastic-gradient method were observed. The convergence
curve and adaptation paths of the approximate stochastic-gradient method are slightly
less smooth than those of the stochastic-gradient method since the nonlinearities
neglected in computing gradients by the approximate stochastic-gradient method create
noise in gradient computation.
We are now in a position to make a comparison between the results of the adaptive
FIR filters and adaptive IIR filters on this first-order example. The major results for the
adaptive nonlinear IIR and FIR filters are summarized in Table 5.2. For this example,
an ANRSS filter is able to match the reference physical system perfectly, with 0.4% of
the computation required by the adaptive nonlinear FIR filter per iteration and with 6%
of its convergence time. For this example, the adaptive IIR filters definitely outperformed the adaptive FIR filters.

Table 5.2 Major Results for the First-Order Example Using the
Adaptive Nonlinear IIR and FIR Filters
Test
IIR
FIR

MSE( dB)
-300
-38.2

Multiplication/iter
33
7.84k

Iterations
5k
8Ok

The number of multiplications per iteration for IIR filter was that of the stochastic-gradient method.
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Fig.5.5 Nonlinear state-space filter for the first-order example. ~~=7e-5, pC=7e-5.
Approximate stochastic-gradient method.
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Fig.5.6 Nonlinear state-space filter for the first-order example. pP=5e-6. Approximate stochastic-gradient method.
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It would be interesting to compare simulation results on convergence with the
theoretical results. In the following simulations, the input coefficient E of the filter was
set to be equal to the input coefficient !+ of the system and was kept fixed to be consistent with the assumption of the theoretical analysis. Other filter coefficients were
adapted and were set to zero initially. The correlation matrix R of the gradient signals
for the four parameters adjusted is not constant in the adaptation. As an approximation,
it was calcuiated at the optimal point, namely, the filter coefficients equal to the
corresponding system coefficients. The eigenvaiues of the matrix are
eigetl\uiuc = ( 1.8852 6.7106 35.8057 178.8985 j”
The theoretical zero-mean upper bound for the step size is

and the f-mite-variance upper bound is

Experiments were made and the practical maximum step size allowed for convergence was found to be

which is smaller than both the theoretical zero-mean and finite-variance upper bounds.
The practical upper bound is supposed to be between these two theoretical bounds.
However, this is not the case in the above simulations. The theoretical upper bounds
were obtained from the correlation matrix computed at a particular point, the optimal
point, while the practical upper bound was determined by the correlation matrixes computed in all the iterations of the adaptation process. The step size l_t = 0.0008,
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corresponding to CC = 1/7, was then used and the convergence curve is plotted in Fig.5.4
as curve (c).
According to Equation (5.31) the theoretical time constant for the step size ppracti_
cal is

where u = 1/7. This means that after 665 iterations, the coefficient errors are smaller by
e, in other words, reduced by 8.7dB. The mean square error can be approximated by a
quadratic function. without a linear term, of the coefficient error vector. Hence, after
665 iterations, the MSE is expected to be reduced by about 17.4dB. A straight line is
drawn in Fig.5.4 as curve (d) whose slope is the theoretical convergence speed.
Although the practical convergence speed varied with time, its overall slope is close to
that of the straight line. The estimated practical time constant is
Tpracfica/ = 565 iteratiom
which is very close to the theoretically predicted value.

5.7.2 Example 2 - Identification and Linearization of a Loudspeaker
Identification and linearization of a loudspeaker has been simulated. The parameters of the loudspeaker model were a[, 1 = 0.3, up2 = 0.2, ,u[, 1 = 0.006, p,,,z = 0.03,
.!T~z = 0.6, and c[, 1 = 1. That /)!,z was chosen larger than pP l was to be consistent with
the fact that the cubic term is dominant in the suspension nonlinearity. The adaptive
filter input coefficient vector was set to be a constant vector ( 0 1 )‘. The adaptive
q and c 1, with zero initial values. The step
filter updated its coefficients a 1, a 2, p 1, p _,

sizes were pa =O.O2foral anda~,~P=O.OOl forpt andpz,pC=0.02forct. T h e
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delay in the air path was chosen as 50 sampling periods. In practice, this delay can be
measured by feeding an impulse signal to the loudspeaker or using an adaptive linear
transversal filter to estimate it. It is also possible to cascade an adaptive linear transversal filter with an ANRSS filter to perform on-line estimation of the delay. The interaction between the two cascaded filters may influence the convergence of the system.
Both the stochastic-gradient method and the approximate stochastic-gradient
method were run. The convergence curves of the two methods are similar, with differences of a few dB in the final stage of the runs. For the sake of brevity, only the curve
for the approximate stochastic-gradient method is shown here in Fig.5.7 for
identification up to 3Ok iterations. It is seen that the MS error has reached the numerical
noise floor at about -3OOdB after 7k iterations.
To measure the performance of the linearized loudspeaker system, we used a
reference loudspeaker system, which just had the linear part of the speaker system to be
linearized. Its output will be referred to as _Y~~,-/in. At the beginning of adaptation, the
loudspeaker system and reference system had zero initial states. The linearization took
effect at 10,4 iterations. At the time of switching from the identification phase to the
linearization phase, we assigned the state variables of the loudspeaker being linearized
to the state variable of the reference system so that these two systems had the same initial states after switching. Thus, the MS value of yP - ~,.~f- iin computed before switching measures the original distortion and the value computed after switching measures
the residual distortion. The loudspeaker output consisted of a linear signal and a nonlinear distortion, whose mean squares before linearization were -3dB and -23dB,
respectively. This gives a nonlinear-to-linear ratio of -20dB. that is, the nonlinear
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Fig5.7 Convergence curves for the loudspeaker example. The lower curve is for the case
where the filter’s model is the same as that of the system’s. The upper curve for the case
where the filter’s model is not exactly the same as that of the system’s. In both cases, the
approximate stochastic-gradient method was used.

signal is 10% of the linear signal. The nonlinear distortion was reduced from -3dB to
-310dB after linearization. This distortion reduction is so good that it can only be
achieved in simulation, and some factors, such as measurement noise and model
mismatch, will degrade the performance in a practical situation.
It would be interesting to see whether the adaptation algorithms and linearization
scheme are robust: do they work or not if a deviation is present between the filter model
and physical system model ? Suppose a practical loudspeaker also has a nonzero quartic
term in

the nonlinear feedback

+P&l (W +P/,3-$ ( k ),

tetm, that is gJJ(pP,xP(k)) = JJ~ lx; 1 (k)

but the adaptive filter just has a nonlinear feedback with
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g (p,x(k)) =p l_~f (k) +,v& (k). The parameter ~~3 was chosen to be 2~10~‘. Other
parameters were the same as before. Simulations were performed using both the
stochastic-gradient and the approximate stochastic-gradient methods, and very similar
results have been obtained. The convergence curve was plotted in Fig.5.7 for the
approximate stochastic-gradient method. The adaptive filter worked well and reduced
the MS errors to about -9OdB, a residual floor determined by the term in the
loudspeaker which was not modeled by the adaptive filter. The nonlinear distortion was
reduced from about -23dB to -49dB.
5.7.3 Example 3 - Echo Cancellation
Assume that the dominant nonlinearity in the echo path is from the D/A converter

[8]. Due to processing imperfections, an integrated D/A converter has a systematic
nonlinearity. The nonlinearity can often be modeled as a memoryless nonlinear function. One typical nonlinear transfer function for the integral nonlinearity of a MOS D/A
converter is [9]
_y (14) = lm + l? 3 14 3

(5.34)

The input signal to the adaptive echo canceler and the D/A converter is in digital
form. The signal code in the simulations was 2BlQ, namely, pairs of bits encoded as
four level pulses are transmitted. A popular model for the linear part of the channel
used for simulations [8,9] is

(5.35)
This model, together with the D/A converter model in Equation (5.35), was used for our
first echo cancellation example. The channel parameter u/, was chosen to be -0.4 as in
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[S]. The D/A converter parameters were & = 1.01333, 4,~ =-0.01333 as in [9]. The
adaptive filter has the following structure
.y(k+l) = ax(k) + I!?U(k) + b3u3(k)
_Y (k) = c-x(k)

(5.36)

The input coefficient b was set to unity and not adapted. The coefficients U, c, and bs
were adapted, with initial values being zero. The step sizes were 0.1 for u and c, and
0.05 for b3. The adaptive filter suppressed the echo to -3 IO& at 7.2% iterations for
both the stochastic-gradient method and the approximate stochastic-gradient method.
In the second echo cancellation example, a third-order linear system was used as
the model of the linear part of channel with poles at 0.9375 and 0.9375 I!I j 0.1776, zeros
at 0.969 k j0.2323 and a gain factor of 0.22. The linear part of the adaptive filter
employed the quasi-orthonormal structure [4,5]. The initial values of the matrix A were
determined so that the initial poles of the linear part of the adaptive filter were at 0.9.
The input coefficient vector B was set to be ( 0 0 1 )’ and was not adapted. The output
coefficient vector C was adapted, with zero initial values. The step sizes were
j_L= = 0.0001, j.lC = 0.001, and pbj = 0.001. The plot of mean squared echo residual is
shown in Fig.5.8 for the approximate stochastic-grddient method and the stochasticgradient method gave a similar curve.
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Fig.5.8 Convergence curve for the third-order echo cancellation example. The
approximate stochastic-gradient method was used.

5.8. Summary
ANRSS filters have been introduced in this chapter, which are computationally
more attractive than adaptive nonlinear FIR filters for some applications. To take
advantage of the ANRSS filters, one has to have some knowledge of the system: most
importantly the mathematical structure of the system. Knowledge of the estimated
values of the system parameters can also be used to improve the filter performance.
Efficient adaptation algorithms have been developed for ANRSS filters. It has
been shown that the input coefticient vector need not be adapted if we know the zero-
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nonzero pattern of the input coefficient vector of the physical system to be matched.
The gradients of the adaptive filter coefficients can be efficiently computed by lleglecting the nonlinearity in the system in the case of weak nonlinearity, Although the nonlinearity is neglected when computing gradients, it is still used to evaluate the adaptive
filter output. The approximate stochastic-gradient method performed quite well in our
simulations. Choices of the step size and stability monitoring of an ANRSS filter have
been discussed. Convergence analysis has shown that the adaptive filter convergence
relies on the eigenvalue spread of the correlation matrix of the coefficient gradient signals. A scheme for canceling nonlinearity for a class of nonlinear systems was proposed and was applied to linearization of a loudspeaker model with nonlinearity only in
the suspension system.
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Chapter Six
Results on Loudspeaker Measurements
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, the algorithms proposed in this thesis have been simulated successfully on mathematical models. This chapter applies the algorithms to
measured loudspeaker data. After illustrating the measurement setup and characteristics of the data, we discuss solutions to some practical problems. Then, we present
results on identification of the loudspeaker system by an adaptive linear FIR filter, a
nonlinear FIR filter, an equation-error filter, a linear state-space filter, a backpropagation cascade filter, and a nonlinear state-space filter. Finally, we apply the predistortion technique to linearize the extracted model of the loudspeaker.

6.2 Loudspeaker Measurements
Measurements were performed in an anechoic chamber at the National Research
Council of Canada. The measurement setup is shown in Fig.6.1. Because the measured
data were originally meant for a linearization study, signals with low to medium frequencies were of interest and the signal level was chosen to be relatively high. Two
low-pass analogue filters with cut-off frequencies at 1 kHz were employed for antialiasing and anti-imaging. They were fourth-order Butterworth filters. The D/A and
A/D converters have 16 bits. The signal generator produced white noise. The woofer
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had a diameter of about 6 inches. The chamber had a size of 11 feet x 11 feet x 18 feet.
The microphone was placed 6.56 feet away from the loudspeaker. The sampling rate
was 8 kHz and the data were measured with the SPL (sound pressure level) at the
microphone adjusted to 85&. The number of samples recorded was 16128, which was
the maximum number obtainable by the recording system. However, it should be noted
that the generator was only able to produce a maximum of about 8192 or 213 independent samples.
An impulse response of the loudspeaker system was also recorded and is plotted in
Fig6.2 for the first 700 samples. As shown in Fig6.1, the loudspeaker system (simply
referred to as the system later) consists of all the components on the signal path from
the input of the D/A to the output of the A/D. At the beginning of the response, there

I
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Signal
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Microphone
* D,* -Low-piIs!;
Filter

Power
Amplifier

Data
Recording

Fig6.1 Measurement setup.
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was a period of low-level noise caused by a delay in the signal path. This period is not
shown in the figure so that the measured impulse response can be more conveniently
compared with the impulse responses of adaptive filters presented later. The transfer
function computed from the measured impulse response is plotted in Fig.6.3. It has a
high attenuation at low frequencies (below the loudspeaker resonance) and rolls off
above lk Hz due to the analogue filters.
The data have some interesting characteristics. Although the measurement was
performed in an anechoic chamber, noise and echoes still exist. The echoes are visible
in Fig.6.2 and they appeared near the 49Oth, 548th, and 606th samples, separated by
about 58 samples. The data have a DC component from A/D converter offset. In addition to nonlinearities in the loudspeaker, the A/D and D/A converters also contribute
noniinearities to the system and they have integral and differential nonlinearities. The

lI
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1
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Number of Samples
Fig.6.2 The measured impulse response of the loudspeaker system.
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transfer function of the system is bandpass, with high attenuations at low and high tiequencies. This will impose difficulties for inverse modeling of the system.

6.3 Considerations for Some Practical Problems
The DC component of the measurement data can be considered by adding a DC
term in an adaptive filter. For an adaptive filter based on the output-error formulation,
the DC term p&- can be adapted to minimize the output error according to

where p& is the step size and f is the output error. For an adaptive filter based on the
equation-error formulation or the backpropagation formulation, Equation (6.1) could be

dB -40
-60
-80
Frequency (Hz)
Fig.6.3 The transfer function of the loudspeaker system, computed from the measured impulse response.
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used. However, it is more natural to estimate the DC tetm by computing the average of
a block of the measurement data since the output error is not directly minimized in the
algorithms. For each sample, the block average can be obtained by

/c+l
Plic

= p~c+(d(k)-d(/kv))/N

(6.2)

where the initial value of /J‘{~ is set to be zero, N is the length of data block, and G!@) is
the desired signal and is equal to zero for i < 0.
Because the D/A and A/D converters have 16 bits, the recorded data are integers,
with a maximum magnitude of 215. Such large input signals will cause numerical
difficulties in nonlinear tilters: very small filter coefficients will result. Hence, the data
should be normalized by dividing by 215.
As pointed out earlier, the transfer function of the loudspeaker system is bandpass,
which is common for practical systems. In Chapter Four, a straight-forward inverse
method was empIoyed, where an adaptive filter attempts to minimize the mean square
of the difference between the system output and a delayed input signal. Inversion of the
high-attenuation parts of the transfer function results in high gains in an adaptive
inverse filter, which in turn requires a long impulse response or causes slow convergence of the adaptive inverse filter.

The values of an inverse function of the

loudspeaker transfer function are meaningless at those frequencies above l/%z because
of the anti-imaging and anti-aliasing filters. In general, the performance of a
loudspeaker at very high and low frequencies is not important because human ears are
insensitive below 20 Hz or above 20 kHz [6]. Hence, the solution may be that inversion
is avoided on high-attenuation parts of the forward transfer function at those frequencies of no interest. Since both the pre-distortion and post-distortion techniques require
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inverse modeling of a pmctical system, the following discussion on inverse modeling
will not be restricted to linearization (pre-distortion) of a loudspeaker system.
In the pre-distortion and post-distortion schemes, the forward linear transfer function of a physical system is sometimes available or has to be obtained anyhow. So the
inverse transfer function can be computed directly from the available forward transfer
function of the system. Suppose that D; indicates the Fourier transform of the delayed
impulse signal at the i/h frequency point and Hi the Fourier transform of the forward
transfer function of the system. The inverse transfer function Hi at frequencies of
interest can be obtained by computing Di/Hia The inverse transfer function Hi at frequencies of no interest can be set to any convenient value so that the time-domain
impulse response of the transfer function is short.
The second scheme is to use a filter to block the desired signal at those frequencies
of no interest where high attenuations exist in the forward transfer function and to pass,
without significantly altering, the desired signal at other frequencies as shown in
Fig.6.4. Then. the adaptive filter will produce a good inversion of the forward transfer
function of the physical system at frequencies of interest. This method is similar to the
model-reference adaptive systems (MRAS) in the control literature [ 1] and is similar to
the inversion method mentioned in [2], where no discussion was provided on choice of
the filter for the desired signal and the straight-forward inversion method was
employed.
The third scheme is to employ frequency weighting, a technique widely used in
design of conventional filters [3]. Consider the objective function with frequency-
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Fig.6.4 Inverse modeling with a filtered desired signal.

weighting
B=

$(WiEi)’
i=l

(6.3)

where E = Y - Ud, Y is the Fourier transform of the filter output y(k), Ud is the Fourier
transform of the delayed input signal and W is a weighting function which is squared so
that the time-domain formula has a simpler form. Using Parseval’s theorem, the above
equation is equal to the following one in the time-domain:

where I and e (k) are the time-domain representations of W and E, and @ indicates
convolution. Equation (6.4) shows that the objective function is the energy of the
filtered error signal e(k). This method is illustrated in Fig.6.5. As in the LMS algorithm
(where w (k) is just an impulse), the energy function can be approximated by its instantaneous value:
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B = (\,I (k)@e(k))’

WI

It can be shown that the gradient of the objective function with respect to a coefficient p
of the adaptive filter is

where y is the filter output. In the case of an adaptive linear FIR tilter,
t3B

- = -2(w

ah;

(L-Be (k))(w (k)@u (k-i))
(6.7)

Although the first scheme employs the information already available and
frequency-domain processing is often more efficient than time-domain processing, it
requires a lot of complex divisions which may not be efficiently implemented on a DSP
and it introduces a processing delay which is not acceptable in some applications.
There are similarities between the second and the third methods. If in the second
method (depicted in Fig.6.4) an extra filter identical to the filter for the desired signal is
placed at the output of the adaptive filter, then the third method (depicted in Fig.6.5)
results. The requirements of the tilters for the two methods are different: the filter in the
second method has to have a linear phase and flat response in the band of interest, but
the filter of the third method does not have to. The third method (frequency-weighting)
will be used in this chapter.
Human ears have high sensitivities in a narrow frequency band near 2 kHz which
is responsible for almost all articulation in speech [4]. Using the frequency-weighting
method, this requirement can be easily taken into account by assigning bigger weights
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to the frequency points in the band. This is another advantage of the frequencyweighting method.

6.4 Identification by Adaptive FIR Filters
This section presents results on identification of the loudspeaker system by adaptive linear and nonlinear FIR filters using the measured data. For adaptive nonlinear
FIR filters, the data length of 16k is not enough. The recorded signals were repeated
once so that the length became 32k. The recorded input signal was used as the input signal of an adaptive filter and the recorded output signal as the desired signal. For convenience, the input signal to the adaptive filters was delayed by 55 samples which is
about the air-path delay. This is the case for all identification tests in the chapter.
Adaptive linear FIR filters with various orders were employed for a particular step
size. The curve of MSE versus filter orders is shown in Fig.6.6 for the step size of
0.005. The MSE was calculated over 4k iterations (samples) to reduce fluctuations and
the values shown in the figure were those at the 32k-th iteration. This step size was
chosen so that the curve has a low minimum. The curve reaches its minimum of
-38.1~93 for an order between 350 and 450. As the order increases beyond that, the
MSE climbs due to mis-adjustment error. However, a high order filter with a properly
chosen smaller step size is expected to further reduce MSE though more iterations are
required. To confirm this, a step size of 0.0008 was used for the adaptive filter of order
700. It was run for three times using the set of 32k input-output samples. In the second
and third runs. the starting point was the solution of the previous run. Then, the MSE
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reached -38.7dB at the end of the third run and it was smaller than the minimum of the
curve in Fig.6.6, The impulse response and the transfer function are drawn in Figs.67
and 6.8 for the linear FIR filter obtained at the end of the third run. Comparing the
impulse response and the transfer function with the ones in Figs.6.2 and 6.3, we see that
the adaptive filter has identitied the important features of the loudspeaker system. The
mean square of the recorded system output signal was -15dB and the best MSE by an
adaptive linear FIR filter was about -38.7dB. This suggests that the nonlinearity is
about 7 percent of the signal.

Fig.6.5 Inverse modeling with a filtered error (frequency weighting).

It was shown that an adaptive 7OOf/z-order linear FIR filter with a step size of
0.0008 can model well the linearity of the system. This order and step size were used
for the linear part of an adaptive nonlinear FIR filter in the following tests. An adaptive
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quadratic filter was experimented with for different orders )I?. A sufficient order TZ~,
beyond which no improvement in MSE was observed, was found to be 400. After a
few runs on the set of 32 input-output samples, the quadratic filter achieved an MSE of
-65dB, a 26dB improvement over that of the adaptive linear filter. A cubic filter with
IZ 1 = 700 and rr 2 = 400 was experimented with and it did not reduce MSE for any value
of n 3 because the MSE was already very small.

MSE

1
400
Order
Fig.6.6 MSE versus order of an adaptive linear FIR filter.
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Fig.67 Impulse response of the adaptive linear FIR of order 700.
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Fig.6.8 The transfer function of the adaptive linear FIR of order 700.
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6.5 Identification by Adaptive IIR Filters
6.5.1 Adaptive Linear State-Space filter

The loudspeaker model presented in Chapter Four is of third order. Attempts were
made to identify the loudspeaker system with an output-en-or adaptive linear filter based
on this simple model. It was hoped that the dynamics of other parts, such as analogue
filters, converters, and amplifiers, would be ignored by an adaptive filter. It was not
surprising that an adaptive linear IIR filter based on either the form described in Equation (4.21) or third-order direct-form did not converge since order three is too low for
this system.
All the components except the loudspeaker in the system typically have flat magnitude response and linear phase response for low frequencies, say below 5OOHz. If an
adaptive filter just identifies the low-frequency behavior of the system, the third-order
model may be sufficient. The frequency weighting technique was used for such a test.
The weighting function was realized by a third-order low-pass Butterworth filter with a
cut-off frequency at 4OOH:. With this frequency-weighting, a third-order adaptive IIR
filter still did not converge.
Then, an adaptive linear recursive state-space filter was experimented with for different orders. It had the direct form and was based on the output-error formulation. All
elements of the input vector B were fixed to zero, except the last element which was
fixed to one. The output vector C, the feedthrough coefficient d. and the last row of the
feedback man-ix A were adapted. Frequency-weighting was not used.
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Fig.6.9 shows the MSE versus order of an adaptive linear state-space filter for step
sizes PA = 0.005. pC = 0.01, and &f = 0.01. The MSE decreases as the order increases
and the curve flattens when the order reaches 29.
An adaptive linear state-space filter achieved the best MSE of about -35dB, 4dB
worse than that of an adaptive FIR filter. The difference may be due to echoes. These
echoes can be easily modeled by an adaptive linear FIR filter, but they are difficult to
model with an adaptive IIR tilter.
The impulse response and transfer function are plotted in Figs.6.10 and 6.11 for
the 290z-order adaptive linear state-space filter. These plots are smoother than the
corresponding ones of both the measured data and the adaptive linear FIR filter.

6.5.2 Adaptive Equation-Error Filter
An adaptive equation-error filter was used to identify the system. The curve of
MSE versus order is drawn in Fig.6.12 for a step size l.~=O.l. The transfer function of
the 29t&order equation-error filter is shown in Fig.6.13. When an order was high
(greater than 29), the minimum MSE achieved by an equation-error filter was aIways
slightly worse than that of a state-space filter of the same order. This is probably due to
the fact that noise and nonlinearities in the measurement data have bias effects on an
equation-error filter [5].

A backpropagation cascade filter was applied to identify the system. The curve of
MSE versus order is plotted in Fig.6.14 for step sizes l~(~, = 0.005 and l_~j~ = 0.005. The

f=i 1A
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Fig.6.11 Transfer function of the 29th-order adaptive linear state-space filter.
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Fig.6.12 MSE versus order of an adaptive equation-error filter.

minimum MSE that it achieved was about -28 dB, 7 dB higher than that of the adaptive
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linear state-space filter and equation-en-or filter. Different step sizes and starting points
have been tried and the filter did not give better MSE results. The reason for this may
be that the backpropagation algorithm is sensitive to the noise in the measured data (the
nonlinearities in the data have the same effect as a noise). To see this, according to
Fig.3.2 we can write
E;(Z) = ,$(Z) + c; * * * CJV

l0 = 1, 2, . * * , m

68)

where N is the noise ( including the nonlinear signal ) and Ei is the error signal without
noise. The filter attempts to minimize the mean square of the true error signal plus a
filtered noise.
The above results show that an adaptive linear IIR filter with a high order (about
30) was required to properly model the system. There are two major reasons for this.
The first reason is that practical analogue systems have high orders. When we say that
an analogue system is fourth-order, we just indicate the dominant dynamics and ignore
those which are relatively insignificant. The second reason is that transformation from
s domain to z domain is not order-preserving. It requires a digital system of an infinite
order to represent precisely a first-order analogue system.
6.5.4 ANRSS Filter
Finally, an ANRSS filter was employed to identify the system. A nonlinear
loudspeaker model was derived in Chapter Four and an ANRSS filter could be based on
this model. However, the experiments presented above have shown that this low-order
model was not good enough. It is difficult to answer the question: what structure should
be used for an ANRSS filter? The form that we tried was the nonlinear direct-form.
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Fig.6.14 MSE versus order of an adaptive backpropagation filter.
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Nonlinear terms were only quadratic (cross-product terms) and appeared on!y on the
input side of the state variable .~,,(Lz+l), namely

where gn = 2 &;kKi(L).y;(L) and ~0 is the input signal U. The input vector B was fixed
id)jzi

to be (0 0 . . . 1 )‘. The following parameters were adapted: the last row of the feedback
matrix A, the output vector C, the feedthrough coefficient d, and the nonlinear
coefficients pij+
The tests presented above showed that a 29lIz-order linear state-space filter can
model properly the linear part of the system. To get a good starting point, the 29tIzorder linear state-space filter was performed for 32k iterations twice. The starting point
of the second run was the solution of the first run. Then, the solution of second run provided initial values for (he linear coefficients of the ANRSS filter. The ANRSS filter
gave an MSE of -35.5dB after a few runs on the set of 32k input-output samples. For a
fair comparison, the 29+order linear state-space filter was performed a third time
based on the solution of the second run mentioned above. The last two runs made little
improvements in MSE and the best MSE achieved by the linear filter was -34.6dB,
0.9dB worse than that of the ANRSS filter. Since the MSE was computed over 4k consecutive iterations, the fluctuations in estimates of MSE must be much smaller than
0.9dB. This was confirmed by simulations. Estimates of MSE were computed from
errors of 4k consecutive iterations using the final filter obtained from the third run of the
29-th order adaptive linear state-space filter mentioned above. The filter was not
adapted in the test. The standard deviation of the estimates was O.O23dB, much smaller
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than 0.9&?. The same simulation was performed using the final filter obtained by the
ANRSS filter discussed above. The standard deviation of the MSE estimates was 0.028,
much smaller than 0.9& too.
It is important to note that the ANRSS filter performed better than the linear filter.
There might be two reasons that the improvement was not so significant. First, the
effective number of independent samples was only 8k and it hardly provided enough
information for an ANRSS filter to converge. Secondly, the model used for the ANRSS
filter may not be a good choice.

6.6 Linearization
This section presents results on application of the pre-distortion technique to the
loudspeaker system. The loudspeaker system was identified by an adaptive nonlinear
FIR filter with orders H, = 700 and ~2 = 400. Then, the physical loudspeaker in Fig.4.7
was replaced by this extracted loudspeaker model.
Inverse modeling of the speaker was performed by an adaptive linear FIR filter
with an order of 300. The frequency-weighted inverse modeling method was used.
The weighting function is shown in Fig.6.16, which is a bandpass filter. The adaptive
inverse linear filter obtained a reduction of 21 dB in the mean square of the filtered
error after convergence. The transfer function obtained is plotted in Fig.6.17. The product (in dB) of the inverse transfer function and the forward transfer function (Fig.6.8)
is shown in Fig.6.18. It is clear that the inverse function is an inversion of the
loudspeaker transfer function in the band specified by the weighting function of
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Fig.6.15 Transfer function of the Sth-order adaptive backpropagation filter.
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Fig.6.16 The weighting function in frequency domain.
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Fig.6.17 The transfer function of the adaptive linear inverse filter.
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Fig.6.18 The product (in dB) of the transfer functions of the linear inverse filter (Fig.6.17) and
the 700[/1 linear filter (Fig.6.8)
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The nonlinear pre-processor was constructed with the inverse lmear operator
obtained by the inverse filter and the nonlinear operator (nonlinear party) cf the extracted
loudspeaker model. The recorded input signal was used so that a proper ratio of linearity and nonlinearity was maintained. The pre-distortion technique enhanced the ratio of
linearity to nonlinearity from 22dB to 36dB, an improvement of 14dB, which is substantial in practice. In this example, the reduction in distortion is smaller than those examples in Chapter Four because the inverse transfer obtained in this example was not as
good.

4.7 Summary
This chapter is concerned with tests of adaptive filters on measurements of a
loudspeaker system. Solutions for some practical issues. such as inversion of a transfer
function with high attenuation regions, have been proposed. For comparison and
preparation, existing techniques (adaptive linear FIR, nonlinear FIR, linear state-space,
and equation-error filtersj have been successfully used to identify the system. The
results on the adaptive linear IIR filters and nonlinear FIR filters are valuable themselves since these adaptive filters have received extensive theoretical and simulation
studies, but few reports are on practical applications. Then, a backpropagation cascade
filter and an ANRSS filter were used in attempts to model the system. The backpropagation cascade filter did not reach the global minimum. This was probably due to its
sensitivity to noise. A direct-form ANRSS filter was employed to identify the system
and it made the MSE smaller than that of an adaptive linear state-space filter. The
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improvement might be more significant if better data and/or a better filter structure are
available. The pre-distortion technique was applied to linearize the model extracted
from the measured data. The nonlinear distortion was reduced by about 14&, which is
substantial.
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Chapter Seven
Conclusions and
Suggestions for Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
The research work in this dissertation has advanced the state-of-the-art of both
iinear and nonlinear adaptive filters.
A novel technique of backpropagation of desired signal was developed. It was
then applied to an adaptive linear cascade IIR filter, resulting in a structure with
guaranteed stability and high computational efficiency. It was shown that the equationerror formulation is a special case of the idea of backpropagating the desired signal.
Three adaptive linearization schemes were devised for weakly nonlinear systems
using adaptive FIR filters. The first scheme cancels nonlinearity at the output of a nonlinear physical system to be linearized. The second scheme post-distorts the output signal of a physical system and the third scheme pre-distorts the input signal. The scheme
of linearization by cancellation at the output is able to accomplish virtually perfect
linearization if the adaptive nonlinear filter gives a perfect identification of the physical
system. Reduction in nonlinearities by other two schemes depends on the weakness of
the nonlinearities: the weaker, the more reduction. Simulations have demonstrated that
excellent linearization can be achieved by these schemes.
ANRSS filters have been developed, which are especially attractive for those
applications with long memories where adaptive nonlinear FIR filters are too expensive
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to use. The filters are recursive and thus generally have an infinite impulse response. To
facilitate further their application in real-time signal processing, two efficient methods
have been presented which significantly reduce computation for gradients. Several
guidelines for maintaining filter stability were described. It was shown that the convergence speed depends on the eigenvalue spread of the correlation matrix of the gradient
signals. Simulations on a first-order example showed that compared with an adaptive
nonlinear FIR filter, an ANRSS filter needed only 0.4% of its computation, converged
13 times faster, and achieved a perfect matching of the system. Simulations on the
ANRSS filters have shown the approximate stochastic-gradient method performed as
well as the stochastic-gradient method in the case of the weak nonlinearities.
Measurement data were obtained on a loudspeaker system. Adaptive linear FIR,
linear state-space, equation-error, nonlinear FIR, backpropagation cascade, and ANRSS
filters were applied to identify the loudspeaker system using the data. Although adaptive nonlinear FIR and linear state-space filters are existing techniques, the results
obtained are interesting since few results were previously reported on practical applications. A backpropagation cascade filter did not reach its global minimum probably
because of its sensitivity to noise. An ANRSS filter made an improvement in MSE over
an adaptive linear state-space filter. The improvement should be more significant if a
better choice of filter structure and a better set of measurement data are available. The
pre-distortion technique was applied to the loudspeaker model extracted from the measured data and a significant reduction of nonlinearity was achieved.
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7.2 Suggestions for Future Work
Performance of the backpropagation cascade IIR filter may be further investigated.
The linearization scheme with a post-processor may be applied to equalization of a
nonlinear data channel. where a linear equalizer can not perform well due to the presence of nonlinearities. The channel can be linearized first using the post-distortion
scheme so that a linear equalizer is able to function better.
The stability problem of an ANRSS filter should be investigated further and
efficient stability monitoring techniques may be developed. The hyperstability concept
may be used to devise an adaptive nonlinear filter with guaranteed stability and global
convergence for a nonlinear direct-form filter, which is of IIR type and is a special case
of ANRSS filters.
Further, it is necessary to understand which set of parameters of an ANRSS filter
should be adjusted for a given problem so that the adaptation can be successful. If all
the elements of the feedback matrix A, the output coefficient vector C, the input
coefficient vector B. and the nonlinear coefficient vector p are adjusted to minimize
mean square of the output error, the adaptation may not succeed and error may not be
minimized because there is a redundancy in terms of degrees of freedom in adaptation.
Application of the ANRSS filters to practical problems should be further investigated
and implementation of the filters should be experimented on real-time signal processing
systems.
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New measurements can be performed on a loudspeaker system with a signal generator capable of generating a long sequence of independent random signals. Then, an
ANRSS filter can be applied to identify the loudspeaker system.

